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SGA Elections
For coverage of the SGA
Executive Council candidates
look at inside news pages. To
hear what they have to say
look on opinion pages four,
five and six.

Spring Forward!
Don't forget to set your clocks ahead one
hour Saturday night for the beginning of
Daylight Savings Time.
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Debate gives presidential candidates forum
BY TAYLOR MARIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Student Government Association
, presidential candidates had the
opportunity to share their opinions
with students during n debate in
front of the Collin!> Center for
Industry and Technology Tuesday.
SGA Elections, Ways and Means
Chair Daniel Ballard mediated the
structured debate, which included a
predetermined first question and
six randomly chosen questions. The
questions addressed issues such as
student representation, landscap·

ing, enrollment and class availabil·
ity.
Candidate:; Jace Rabe, Morgan
Hardy, Brett Keohan and fosef
Mallard were given two minutes to
answer each question, as well a~
one-minute closing remarks.
Although all four candidates
agreed on issues such as the need
for campus beautification and better student representation. they
ench addressed specific issues
when asked about their goals ;ts
SGA president.
Rabe said if he was elected. one
of his top priorities would be to

standardi?e computer programs
across campus. He also wants to
focus on library renovation.
"There hao; not been a major renovation of the library since 1981,"
Rabe said. ''Most of the books were
published in the '70s and early
'80s. It's long due to get good
re~ources and good technology in
the library. Nine thousand students
use the library on a day-to-day
basis and to not have a library that
is competitive in terms of other universities is ridiculous.··
Hardy said he would like to see
the Curris Center be put to better

use. He proposed the Thoroughbred
Room be converted to a concert
venue each Friday after it closes.
"I want to have local bands in on
Friday evenings to enhance what
we don't see much at Murray Stare:
local bands," Hardy said. "It's a
real disservice, especially to our
students under th~ age of 21. when
they can't come see our local
bands, many of which consist of
Murray State students."
Mallard said his top issue was
increasing student involvement in
student government and on campus.

"One thing I'd like to do (to
increase student involvement) is
have a bi-monthly column in the
'The Murray State News' that
would let you know what SGA has
done the past two weeks," Mallard
said. "And I'd like to expand our
current Web site that bas all the
clubs to say when and where these
clubs are going to meet. If people
knew what was going on. they
would be more apt to get involved.''
Keohan said if he was elected
SGA president. his main goals
would be to increase campus safety. improve student representation

and offer more food options.
"(SGA) needs to get out of our
comfort zone. We need to get out of
the Barkley Room every Wednesday at5 o'clock and go out on campus and talk to students." Keohan
said. ·:Not only that, but go over to
Winslow and have more meetings
in there. Go to the student body.
don't make them come to us."

•inside
Look inside at pages 8A
and 9A for profiles on each
presidential candidate.

MSU third
nationally in
gender equity
BY J usTIN M c G ILL
SPORTS EDITOR

Karri Wurth/The News

New York firefighter

~rian

Thomas applauds after the unveiling of an oil portrait and sculpture of Father Mychal Judge.

Campus community welcomes
New York firefighter, hero
BY

EMILY BLACK

COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Months of dcdicntion and hard work
were put into perspective for 15 Murro~y
Stale students on April 2 when New
York firefighter Brinn Thomas visited
campus to give the 9-11 memorial class
and other members of the campus and
community a lirMhand account of the
Sept. 11 ttrrorist tt1!;1cks.
"It wao.; the most unbelie\<tble thing
that I have ever seen," Thom;~s said. "I
hope I never, ever have to sec anything
like that again. II was a<> bJd a~ it looked
on TV, maybe even wo!"e.''

Thoma'> i~ a member of the Engine 1
• Ladder 24 New York Firefighters. He
was brought to cumpus by the 9· I I
memorial da.;s. Class members created
artwork to memoriali1.e the tragedy.
"Doing things li~e this and coming
out and talkjng to people help me,"
Thomas -;aid. 'This helps me deal with
everything."
Visiting sculptor Edward Breathitt
and class members are working on a
de~ign for a memorial to be built at the
site of the World Trade Center. Tite
class will submit its entry in u competi·
tion to decide the official memorial
de~ign.

The class also has created a bust and
oil painting of Father Mych.-11 Judge.
Judge was a New York City Fire
Department dwpluin killed by falling
debri'> while giving last rites to a fireman. Judge worked closely with
Thomas und Engine !-Ladder 24.
Throughout the evening, Thomas
shared his account of Sept. 1 I and memories of Judge with the audien~:e and
answered questions about his feelings
on the events and what it is file to be a
firefighter in New York.
'This was total devastation." Thomas
said. "It seemed there was no way that
this was New York. There wa'> no way
that it wa~ this planet."
Thomas addressed the outpouring of
support Engine 1-Ladder 24 has
received from people all around the
world.
'There was one envelope from a 12year-old girl in Knnsas that contained
three !'heels of paper, a bandana and a
live dollar bill and a couple of singles,"
Thoma~ ~aid. 'The first piece of paper
was a cutout paper hand that said, 'If
you're feeling do\\n and lonely, then
hold my hand.' The other piece of paper
!!xpluincd that the bandana was 'for all
the du\t.' The last sheet of paper snid the
money was for a puppy she wanted, but

she thought we could use it more."
Thomas said the firelighters from
Engine !-Ladder 24 tmckcil down the
girl and sent her a box containing a
\>luffed animal puppy, T-shirts and
badges from the department.
"I think Father Mike has something to
do with me getting thm Jetter," Thomas
said.
The evening also included a selection
of patriotic music by the Murray State
Wind Ensemble such as "America the
Beautiful," ''Libeny Fanfare" and
"Stars and Stripes Forever."
Thomas's visit gave the 9-11 class a
chance to display the bust and painting
of Judge. The class also told the audience ab<lllt its work and the reason
hehind it.
"We were approached with a concept
to come up with a design for a memorial," said Termaine Shellman, freshman
fmm louisville. "This is our contribution to the victims of this tragedy.''
Members of both the University and
community filled the Curris Center
Ballroom to hear Thomas' story.
"It was so refreshing 10 ~e the community come out and support a New
York hero,'' Breathin said. "This firsthand account bring~ the tragetly much
closer to home for all of us."

University updates, improves PIN system
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's Personal Information
Network will be updated Monday to provide more information for students.
The change, prompted by the Registrar·~ Oflice. will allow students to
access more personal information on the
Web, rather than requesting the information from Sparks Hall.
Assistant Regi~trar Donna Harris said
it would be a way for ~tudents to verify

that their personal infonnation wa-; accumte.
Students will be able to access their
contact information on file, including
permanent. billing and refund addresses
along with emergency contact information, Harris said.
"The default on billing and refund is
your perrnam.mt address,'' Harris said.
'·Basically. we want you to know what
your choices arc. and what we show ) uu
as having chosen."
Students' online cl:hs schedules and

grades will have their name on them, so
these documents can be used for off.
campus affairs that require proof of university enrollment, Harris said.'
Personal information also will be
placed on the PIN system for students
who are unsure of their adviser. major
a:1d residential college. Harris said.
While more student infonnation will
be available online, the additionaJ features will not impact security procedures.
'The sccurit) that' -; in place is being
used for the new functions,'' said Ann

Gupton, administmtive computing manager. 'The new functions do not require
any additional security measures.''
While these changes are beneficial to
students. History Chair Ken Wolf said
more needs to be done to the system.
''11 sounds like a good idea that studenh can get this information," Wolf
said. "On the other hand, I think it's quite
important that they get the rest of the PIN
sy.stem available ... where people nre
required to see their advbers before they
register."

Murray State's five-year
plan involving female participation in athletics culminated with a March 18
article in "U.S. News and
World Report" ranking the
University third nationally
in gender equity. The
repon casts Murray State
athletics in a positive light
after the program ranked
last nationally in female
athletic participation five
years ago.
"We believe we should
excel, not only academically, but athletically. and do
it in a way that benefits all
students, male and female,"
University President F.
King Alexander said. "It is
a real credit to what has
been accomplished in the
last five years, in addressing the issues that put us on
the bottom of this Jist."
The ratio of females to
males participating in
sports at Murray. State is
59-41. The University fin·
ished behind Georgia Tech
and Drexel and tied with
Tennessee Tech, all technical schools with female
enrollment below 50 percent. Females account for
55 percent of students at
Murray State.
Alexander said the fact
that the University ranked
above every other high profile school in the nation is a
credit to the people
involved with the plan.
''This is a pretty prestigious bunch we're in front
of.'' Alexander said. "I
really credit the last administration and the athletic
administration in getting
this addrel>sed. It's a tribute
to our coaches, who are
addressing issues that a lot
of other institutions do not
even think is a priority.''
University Director of
Equal
Opportunity
Annazette Fields said an
interest survey conducted
at the beginning of the plan
gave an indication of what
steps needed to be taken to
improve female participation.
''We knew five years ago
that we would be at this
point now," Fields said.
"We should be at this point
for a while. It's commendable when you have the
directive from the president
and the understanding from
the athletic director that
this is imponant."
Fields said the institution
wanted to implement the

plan without harming
men's sport~.
"The institution took a
look at where it was and
took some deliberate steps
to provide opponunilies for
our female athletes, nol at
the expense of anyone
else.'' Fields said. "We had
a commitment from our
upper-level administration
to get it done. and that's
exactly what happened.''
University
Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison
said roster management
pJayed an important role in
increasing the female rntio.
"You usually have a few
kids hanging around who
never play," Dennison said.
''We don't have that luxury
now.''
A cap was put on the
number of players available for the football and
baseball teams. Football
lost 30 available slots, and
baseball lost eight. Dennison said Head Football
Coach Joe Pannunzio and
Mead Baseball Coach Mike
Thieke were very cooperative.
"Joe took a hit, and he •
deserves a lot of credit,"
Dennison said. "It's hard
going from I20 to 90. It
won't affect his success,
but it will make it tougher
on him.
"Mike went from 35 to
27. That doesn't sound like
a lot, but it is. That's almost
a fourth of what he has
now."
Jn addition to decreasing
the number of male athletes, Dennison said the
plan called for female
sports to increase their
numbers as much as possible without affecting the
team's playing ability.
"We can't force them,
and we don't want to
force them," Dennison
said. ''That's not fair.
We've encouraged women's soccer to get their
numbers
manageably
higbee. You don't want to
.say that you want 80
players when you only
play 11. We've tried to
do it the right way."
Two years ago. Murray
State added soccer and
rowing
as
women's
sports. The soccer team
was voted the NCAA's
"Best New Women's
Soccer Program in America," and rowing has a
roster ranging around 40
participants.
Said Dennison: "The
combination of those
things worked out ."
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Capital punishment panel
to feature guest speakers
The criminal justici' honor
society Alpha Phi Sigma is
sponsoring a capital punishment panel discussion at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center small ballroom.
Participants include Father
Patrick Delahanty from the
Kentucky Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty, Eileen
Cano-Stanford, wife of a
death row inmate, department of English and Philosophy
professor
Franklin
Robinson and attorney G . L.
Ovey. Thomas Glover from
the Kentucky Department of
Public Advocacy will preside
over the panel.
For more information, contact Paul Lucko by phone at
762-2785
or
e-mail
at
paul.lucko@murraystate.edu

Author, professor to speak
at 2002 Waterfield Lecture

ences.and has numerous pub·
lished works.
For additional information,
contact Mittie D. Southerland
by phone at 762-62?0 or email
at
mittie.southe
land@murraystate.edu.

Need Une golf tournament
seeking sponsors, players
Need Line is h ~ ving its
annual golf tournament at 1
p.m . April 19 at the Murray
Country Club. The fee to
s ponsor or play is $50, and
mulligans will be for sale for
$5. Donations are accepted.
Anyone interested may participate.
For more information,
phone David Montgomery at
753-6460 or Tonia Casey at
753-6333.

Club to hold annual fix-up
for employees' mowers

The Agriculture Engineering and Technology Club is
The department of political holding its annual Lawn
science and legal studies is Mower Clean Up and Fix Up
sponsOring the 2002 Water- from 1:30 to 5 p .m. today and
field Lecture, "The Politiciza- from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturtion of Juvenile Justice Poli- day at the Howton Agrkul- ·
cy, " at 7:30 p.m. April 18 in ture Building.
the Curris Center ballroom.
The dub will do routine
The program will include maintenance on faculty and
guest speaker Alida V. Merlo, staff's push mowers and ridwho is a criminology profes- ing mowers. The service will
sor at [ndiana Univers ity of include changing the oil,
Pennsylvania. Merlo is the cleaning the air filter, sharpformer president of the Acad- ening the blade, checking the
emy of Criminal Justice Sci- throttle, points and spark

tlic
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plugs, adjusting the carburetor and washing the mower.
The fee is $15 for push
mowers and $25 for riding
mowers.

Honor society to sponsor
forum for SGA candidates
The political science honor
society, I'i Sigma Alpha, will
host a forum for all Student
Government Association candidates at 5:30 p.m. Monday
at Winslow Dining Hall.
The candidates will have
the opportunity to answer
any questions students may
have. All students are encouraged to attend.
For more information,
phone Stephanie Judy at 9941465.

SGA to survey students
on fitness center feabares
The Student Government
Association and the University Wellness Center committee are surveying students
,1bout amenities for the facility, which will begin construction in January 2003.
Students interested in participating can pick up at survey in the SGA office. All
surveys must be turned in by
noon Tuesday.

Campus BrirJ7y is compiled by
Taylor M11ri,• Ewing, Assistant
News Editor.
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•PoliceBeat
Thursday, March 28
11:48 a.m . A caller reported a
vehicle w ith a broken window in the Stewart Stad ium
p arkin g lo t. T he g ro unds
crew broke the window w ith
a rock w hen us ing a weed
eater. An in cident report was
take n .
3:49 p .m. A traffic accid ent
'occu rred at Five Points. The
Murray Police De partment
was advised .
4:40 p.m. A n on-injury accident occurred in the Fifteenth
and O live p arking lot. A w itness advised one vehicle left
the scene. A r eport was taken
and the incident is under
in vestigation.
5:01 p.m. An officer recovered a b icycle in a dumpster
near College Courts that had
been reported s tolen .

Friday, March 29
12:12 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued to a subject on a
motorcycle for fa ilure to wear
eye protection
12:20 a.m. Non-student Lucas
Crawford was arrested for
DUI on the corner of Farmer
and Broach road s.
1:01 a.m. A caller reported a
party on the sixth floor of
Regents College. An alcohol
v iolation was referred to
Hous ing.
12:05 p.m. A report was taken

on a hit-and-run at Public
Safety.
12:09 p .m. Books w ere repo rted m iss ing from an office at
the Lowry Center. A report
was taken, and the incident is
under investigation..

7:06p.m . A caller at Springer
College
reported
prank
phone calls, but did not w ant
to fil e a rep ort.

Tuesday, April 2
4:43 p .m. A caller reported
eleva tor trouble in Elizabeth
College. The elevator was
sh aking and occasionally
dropping. Campus Police was
no tified .
10:39 p.m. A caller re ported
s moke coming from an elevator shaft in Woods Hall.

Saturday, March 30
12:06 a.m. A resident adviser
at Richmond College reported a strong smell of an illegal
substance.
Alcohol
w as
turned over to housing and
the incid ent was referred for
disciplinary action.
12:35 a.m. A caller reported a
p ossible overdose at Clark
College. EMS was notified.
4:17 a.m. Non-student Warren Thomas w as arrested for
alcohol intoxication on College Farm Road .

Wednesday, Aprtl 3
1:40 a.m. An officer rep orted
s everal logs burning on
N orth Fa rm Road . The Murray Police Department and
Fire Marshall w ere notified.
12:33 p.m. There was a non injury accident at White College. A re port was taken.
3:39 p.m. A checkbook was
s to le n from a room in
Sp ringer College. A repo rt
w as taken and the incid ent is
under inves tigation .
8:19 p.m. A student reported
her vehicle was missing from
the Boulder 's p arking lot.

Sunday, March 31
10:00 a.m. A caller reported a
threatening terroristic phone
call on Southwood Drive. The
incident was re ported to the
Murray Police Department.
10:00 a.m . Fourth-degr ee
assault w as reported on
Lowe's Drive. The incid ent
w as rep orted to the Murray
Police De partment.

Motorist Assists-8
Police Escorts-6

Monday, April 1

Police Betzt is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, Assistant News Editor. All dispatched calls are not listed.

12:12 a.m. A caller reported a
loud boom in the Regents and
White parking lot.
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Calloway Inn
Murray
Now Under New Ownership
and Management

All Rooms $39+tax
Clean Rooms, HBO, Pool

Coming Soon
J

's
International Fine Dining
Also Coming Soon:
Beer Garden and Lounge
For Information or Reservations
(270) 753-5986 or 800-808-0036

'! .....

1202 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Louisville peace activists in Israel
despite active military presence

NY couple faces trial

LOUISVILLE
(AP) - Five louisville
activists are on a two-week peace mission in
Bethlehem, and they do not plan to cut the trip
• • ' short, despite the presence of Israeli tanks and
flying bulJets.
The purpose of the trip wa<> to help end the
'
conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. They
• ~. • planned to take part in a "campaign of nonviolent direct action" with the Palestinian Centre
, for Rapprochment Between People.
The group wrived in Israel expecting peace
marches and programs. lead activist Sharon
WaUace told "The Courier-Journal" in a tele• ••
phone interview Tuesday. "We didn't know that
the Israelis were going to ... occupy the West
• , · Bank again. We thought we would be planting
olive trees."
: .. • . "We're anxious to be back home because of
. •
our friends and loved onCli, but we're not leav.•
·• ing," Wallace said. "And we're making calls to
' ' pressure our government ... to pressure Israel to
·' end the occupation and to puU out of Belhle• ' hem."
'·' As of Tuesday. Wallace and two others from
· ! Louisville - Cindy Scheldorf and Dennis Brick: 1 '
• ing - were holed up in a Bethlehem hotel that
had lost electricity and bt.--en tired upon.
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VMV closing 75-year-old shop,
•· leaving 240 workers out of jobs

PADUCAH (AP)- VMV Enterprises, a 75year-old locomotive shop. has closed, leaving its
remaining 240 workers without a job.
',, , , The shop hHd suffered repented layoffs during
, •
the past 18 months. The remaining workers,

, ., ,

' who were given the news Tuesday, will not

·"

receive severance pay. company President Bob
Pedersen said.
"We did everything humanly possible to get
~. ' .. " •• business domestically and overseas,'' Pedersen
told The Paducah Sun. " But with the state of the
..- ....... economy and the railroad industry, it just could·
..•·• r,,·• n't be done."
Urtion leaders said some blue-collar workers
., cried after having spent most of their adult yeat'>
.. ... · at the shop.
"You just do the b~st you can," said 57-year{.·::... •• old Mike Pitt, president of the VMV clt:ctricians'
• .. " • union and a shop worker since 1963.
"I'm not giving up. though. I'm hoping we can
find a buyer and reopen the shop."
VMV ' employment peaked at 600 in 1999
• ..... • amid a booming economy in which the shops
• grossed about $90 million.

....
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for helping fugitive
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - A couple accused of helping suspect
James Kopp elude an FBI manhunt
following the slaying of a doctor
who provided abortions are scheduled to stand trial July 30.
Loretta Marra, 38, and her husband. Dennis Malvasi. 52, are
accused of sending Kopp money
and information to help him remain
a fugitive for more than two years
after the 1998 shooting death of Dr.
Barnett Slepi;m in the doctor's
Amherst home, just north of Buffalo.
Kopp, who was captured in
France last March, is charged with
Slepian's murder. He is being held
in France pending extradition .
Malvasi and Marra were arrested
shortly after Kopp's capture while
living in a Brooklyn apartment and
are charged with obstruction of justice. Both deny any wrongdoing.
Mal vasi has two previous con·
victions for abortion clinic bombings, and Marra had been arrested
with Kopp nt abortion protests in
Vermont and Italy.
U.S. District Judge Richard
Arcara told defense lawyers Tues·
day that jury selection will begin
July 30 and that he anticipates the
couple's trial will last about two
weeks.

•world
senger began screaming and had to
be restrained," she said. A doctor
aboard told crew members he
believed the man was under the
influence of a drug, Lee said.
"He presented no danger to the
crew but they thought he was a possible danger to other pas.~engers,"'
she said.

Philadelphia company
faces informal inquiry
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The
nation's sixth largest cable television system operator. Adelphia
Communications
Corp., said
Wednesday that authorities arc
examining the agreements under
which its founding family bor·
rowed $2.3 billion and kept the
debt off the balance sheet.
The company said it was cooperating fully with the informal
inquiry by the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Adelphia disclosed the debt in its
fourth-quarter earnings report last
week. revealing that the family of
founder John Riga<> had incurred
$2.3 billion in debt, which was not
shown on the company balance
sheet. through variou~ co-borrowers.
The family apparently used the
money partly to buy Adelphia stock
and bonds.

10-year-old faces charge
Unruly passenger diverts after school bomb threat
STANTON, Mich. (AP)- A lODelta flight to Madrid
year-old student at Central MontATLANTA (AP) - A Delta Air
lines flight from Atlanta to
Madrid, Spain, was diverted to
Newfoundland after a passenger
began screaming and had to be
restrained by the flight crew.
The plant! landed in Newfoundland just before midnight on Tuesday. and the man was taken into
custody by police in St. Johns.
Newfoundland. said Delta spokeswoman Thonnia Lee. The man was
not identified.
"Delta Right 108. a 767 with 159
passengers aboard, was about six
hours into the flight when the pas-
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calm Upper Elementary School has
been accused of making two false
bomb threats to the school.
Montcalm County Prosecutor
Andrea Krause said Wednesday
that the child confessed to making
the threats. which were reported
March 13 nnd March 18.
The girl, a resident of Douglass
Township, was charged last week
as a juvenile with two counts making a false report or threat of a
bomb.
The girl may face junenile detention if convicted.

Russian police kill
hijacker of minibus

North Koreans resume
dialogue with U.S.

ROSTOV-ON-DON, Russia
(AP) - Police lcilled a gunman
who hijacked a minibus in
southern Russia on Wednesday
after four hours of negotiations
brought no results, officials
said.
Igor Spiridonov boarded the
minibus in the Black Sea resort
of Anapa. about 800 kilometers
(500 miles) south of Moscow,
and took four passengers
hostage.
said
Alexander
Lemeshov, a spokesman for the
Emergency Situations Ministry.
Spiridonov, 63, was armed
with a sawed-off shotgun and
threatened to kill the hostages.
shooting in the air, said Maj.
Igor Danovich of the Krasnodar
region police.
Danovich said Spiridonov
was a longtime psychiatric
patient and that he gave several
reasons for his actions but
never made any concrete
demands. At one point he said
his 7-year-old son had been
raped and that he was demanding the perpetrators be brought
to justice, officials said.

SEOUL,' South Korea (AP) North Korea said Wednesday
that it will resume dialogue
with the United States. warning
that it will call off any future
talks if the Washington "slanders" the isolated communist
country again.
The United States has said it
wants talks aimed at persuading
the North to stop alleged development of weapons of mass
destruction. last month, U.S.
officials met North Korean representatives in New York and
proposed a resumption of dialogue.
Such talks had been held
under the Clinton administration. but President Bush halted
them when be came to office
and ordered a policy review.
In January, Bush branded
North Korea as part of" an axis
of evil" along with Iran and
Iraq, saying it had ambitions to
develop weapons of mass
destruction. But the next
month, on a visit to South
Korea, Bush offered to start
talks with the North.
North Korea rejected Bush's
offer at the time. But on
Wednesday, it said it "carefully examined the U.S. side's
position and decided to resume
the negotiations. taking its
request into consideration."

Arab hard-liners push
for diplomatic ties
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Hardliners have mapped out a strategy that includes cutting off
diplomatic ties with lsrael and
oil supplies to America.
Protests by ordinary Arabs
who want decisive action from
their
leaders
continued
Wednesday, with thousands of
Lebanese and Palestinians
clashing with security forces
outside the U.S. Embassy in a
Beirut suburb on Wednesday.
Witnesses said at least 25 people were injured.
Protestors angry about U.S.
backing of Israel, threw stones
and security forces used tear
g~ and fire hoses.

NABLUS. West Bank (AP) A Palestinian faction that distributes Iraqi money to relatives
of suicide bombers has had
more to dole out since Saddam
Hussein lao;t month increased
the sum from dlrs 10,000 to dlrs
25,000 per family io hopes of
encouraging more attacks.
U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld complained this
week that such payments inspire
a "culture of political murder,"
but Palestinians say the bombers
are driven by a priceless thirst
for revenge, religious zeal and
dreams of glory - not greed.
The devout Muslims among
the bombers, a majority, believe
they will go to heaven as martyrs and spend eternity in the
company of 72 virgins. ln
grainy farewell home videos,
they often read passages from
the Muslim holy book. the
Koran, and praise God. Secular
attackers know that after the
deed, their families will win
adulation.

World Briefly is compiled by
Tim Siniard, .Half writu.
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BELFAST, Northern IreLand
(AP) - A Belfast man was
arraigned
Wednesday
on
charges of possessing terrorist
infonnation as police mounted
more raids in search of their
stolen intelligence tiles.
John O'Hagan, 29, an unem·
ployed Catholic from west
Belfast, denied having information on documents and his com·
puter that would be useful for
planning or mounting attacks.
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distributes Iraqi money
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Pollee mount raids
in search of files

Police said they confiscated the
material during a raid Saturday
on his home in Lepper Street,
where support for the outlawed
Irish Republican Army runs
high.
Police raided at least two
more Catholic homes Wednesday in hopes of finding documents stolen two weeks ago
from the police's anti-terrorist
intelligence arm, Special
Branch. They confiscated computer disks and documents in
both properties but arrested
nobody.
Police said they hadn't found
any of the stolen documents in
O'Hagan's house but discovered other suspicious records,
which they declined to explain
in any detail.
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'The News' takes part in presidential race
In My
Opinion
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Will SGA's future
plans for online voting
be effective?
"As long as
people don't
vote more
than once, it
will be a lot
more
convenient."

LOREE

STARK

Our View
ISSUE:

THE SGA
PRESIDENTIAL
RACE.

"THE

News'"

COMMITTEE

ENDORSES BRETT

"I think more

KEOHAN.

people will
vote."
WENDY TH"ELKEL
Hnlor, Ellclon

"I think a lot
more students
will vote and
it will be
easier."
KEVIN SHAH
freshman, Fullon

BRETT
KEOHAN

"Yes,
because
students
aren't going
to go to the
Curris Center
to vote."
ScooTE" OwENS

MORGAN
HARDY

Jenny Hahn/The News
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Inevitably, change invites controversy. Choosing
to opine on a subject completely dependent on student participation will be met with opposition. And
that's okay. Your response to our decision to endorse
a candidate for the SGA presidency is welcomed.

Loree Stark is the editor in chief of "The Murray.
State News."

The endorsement committee consisted of seven
staff members of 'The Murray State News": associate
editor Ryan Brooks, junior from Las Vegas; opinion
editor Erin Richards. sophomore from St. Louis;
photo editor Karri Wurth, junior from Lexington; staff
writer Kyser Lough. freshman from Murray: staff
writer Adam Mathis, freshman from Graves County;
staff writer Tim Siniard, sophomore from Paducah;
and staff writer Severo Avii a, junior from Belize.

W1th a unanimous vote Tuesday (within and/or outside SGA) and politevening of 7-0. "The Murray State ic<il understanding.
News"' presidential endorsement comThe committee looked for the candimittee extended it-; support to Breu • date who could accomplish the most
Keohan.
for the student body, and Keohnn's
Keohan' s diverse involvement on well-rounded involvement demonstratcampus. drive to gather student opin- ed his interest in representing all
ion. extensive experience within the avenues of student life. not just those
Student Government Association, students within the Greek system or
innovative solutions to problems and SGA.
profe.;sionalism convinced the comKeohan's enthusiasm for serving the
miuee that students would be best University wac; apparent in his service
served with this individual as presi- as not only a Summer Orientation
dent.
counselor. but a Fall "0" leader as
The committee established a criteria, well.
Keohan also encouraged students to
listed in order of importance, to evaluate the four candidates: Jace Rabe. show their school spirit at athletic
junior from Murray. Josef Mallard events by reviving participation in the
junior from Wurtsboro. N.Y.. Morgan Racer Pride Association.
Hardy, senior from Camden. Tenn .•
Furthermore, Keohan's support of
and Keohan, senior from Paducah.
and participation in the Black Student
Each candidate was evaluated in Council's weekly meetings, events and
terms of his motivation to poll the stu- service activities demonstrated his
dent body for concrete opinion, ability open-mindedness and interest in learnto serve as a true studem representative ing about lesser-publicized campus
by standing up for students despite organizations.
personal desires and administrative
The committee wa~ impressed by
pressures, goals for office, profession- Keohan's weekly attendance at the
alism
(articulation,
versatility. BSC's meetings and his honesty in
demeanor, ~.:onununication skills), pre- admitting he had made friends he had
vious dedication to the student body not expected to make.

As one committee member said,
Keohan could gather a fairly diverse
collection of student opinion just by
polhng the students within the organi7..ations he already participates in.
However, Keohan mentioned a key
feature about gathering student opinion that went beyond just "talking to
people" about an issue. Keohan promoted collecting concrete responses
from students through surveys and tabulations for important issues.
Keohan's drive to fully support student responses showed his willingness
to serve as a true student representative. Keohan said if student'! were in
support of an issue he felt strongly
opposed to. he would have to put a'! ide
his personal beliefs and vote in the students' favor.
"I'm not representing Brett Keohan," the candidate said. ''I'm repre·
senting the majority of the students'
opinions. As president, you just have
to swallow your pride and do what the
students want to do."
Keohan's three years of SGA experience, including this year's position as
secretary. coupled with his innovative
ideas, could make him a very effective
president.

For example, Keohan addressed the
parking problem on campus, not by
supporting impractical outside solutions, such as building a parking
garage beyond the University's budget, but rather, by focusing on how
Murray State can resolve the situation
internally by reorganiling and re-zoning the parking spaces it already has.
The endorsement committee was
impressed by Keohan's professionalism in his research methods and general demeanor as it searched for the candidate who would best represent Murray State in Frankfort.
Keohan was up front and again
showed his honesty by admitting the
current Executive Council had not followed through with "safety walks"
through campus this year, and that ~
and his officers would perfonn the
occa'lional nightly strolls next year to
look for unsafe areas that could benefit
from better lighting.
Brett Keohan · s qualifications,
involvement. plans for the future and
methods for action make rum the
stronge~t candidate for leading the student body and hence, the best choice
for the Student Government Association presidency.

Other candidates discuss campaigns
In My
Opinion

freslltnan. Madisonville

ering the student government elections.
I met with these seven students before the committee met with the candidates to work with them in
choosing a defined list of standards for what they
were looking for in an effective student-body president. From this set of standards, the group formulated five questions to ask each candidate.
On Tuesday, the committee met with each candidate for thirty minutes to discuss its questions and
concerns. Immediately following the meeting, the
committee met and discussed its reactions. eve!_ltually coming to a unanimous decision.
The concept of an endorsement is not an attempt to
make up the collective mind of the student body.
Rather, you should take it for what it is: a list of standards and the choice of a candidate that best fits those
standards.
Obviously, if you don't relate with the set of standards this group put forth, the canciidate you choose
must be selected on a separate agenda.

Keohan earns endorsement
P OSITIO N:

j ENNIFf" H ILGEMAN
frsslltnan, 'Chiatgo

Change isn't always bad.
Deciding to endorse a presidential candidate in this
year's upcoming Student Government Association
election was. in all actuality. an easy decision. Major
metropolitan. l'ommunity and university papers
across the country have endorsed candidates in local
and national elections for years.
This territory. although previously unchartered by
"The News," is, nonetheless, weU-traveled. It would
then seem only natural that a university paper, which
sharel> the same responsibility of informing and educating its readership as other general-interest newspapers, would take this step in its opinion coverage.
The simplicity of this decision was countered by
the responsibility of doing it correctly. In order not to
compromise the credibility of the paper, the editorial
boanl selected seven employees at "The Murray State·
News" to serve as the endorsement committee.
To maintain objectivity in our news coverage, the
students selected were not assigned news stories cov-

T-ROOM ON
FRIDAY NIGHTS
FOR
CONCERTS, SO
EVERYONE,
REGARDLESS OF
AGE, CAN
ENJOY THEM."

If you are reading this. it means ·The
Murray State News" ha'l chosen not to
support me. And that's OK.
I'm not for everyone. I run on a
strange set of beliefs and principles. The
reason you have not seen billboards
praising my name from here to Kalamazoo is because I don't want students to
vote for me just because they've seen
my name.
I wunt every voter who fills my bubble
in on April 9 and 10 to know what I'm
about, so they don't have regrets later.
Not to echo Bob Dole, but Morgan
Hardy is not about flash. Morgan Hardy
b not about glitz. Morgan Hardy is just
another student, one who has a vhion he
wants to share with everyone else here
rolling out of bed in sweatpants for an 8
a.m. class.
I want to see more student jobs. even
if SGA ha~ to put them together. Student
researchers that ta1:e what you need for a
paper and get the materials? A possibility. Student athletic trainers for hire?
Another likely one. Every year. student
work positions are the first to be cut, and
it's SGA's job to protect student interests.
It's SGA's job to create an environment that encourages students to be
comfortable at their University, even on
the weekends. That's why I've already
begun the process to have local bands
come to the T-Roorn on Friday nights for
concerts, so everyone. regardless of age.
can enjoy them .
That's why I've already begun putting
together the first eight-page SGA newspaper that will tell you what's happening
on weekends and what four specific
groups on campus are doing: international students, Greeks, the Black Student Council and residential colleges.
I want to see the Residential College
As~ociation get more money than the
shoestring $3,900 it has today.
I want to see the Residential College
Councils gain more control over the
$8,000 their college heads hold over the
meager $1,000 they influence today.
I want to provide ways for each student to know how SGA affects them. )
want to let you know what SGA can do and by working together. hand in hand
with its adminhtration. but most importantly. its '>tudents, I want it to reach its
full potential.

Morgcm Hardy is a unior print joumalism and his wry double major from Cam-

den, Tenn.
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IOSEF
MALLARD

"I

BELIEVE IN

HOUSING AND
FOOD SERVICES
REFORM
BECAUSE

I HAVE

TO DEAL W ITH
THE SAME
ISSUES YOU DO
ON A DAILY
BASIS."

I understand that choosing
a candidate to endorse for
Student Government Association president is not an
easy task. To me, this is the
highest honor a student can
receive at Murray State. to
be chosen to represent the
interests of the students and
serve as a liaison to the
administration.
All of the candidates running thi!> year are capable of
serving in this capacity:
however, I think I am a better choice. My campaign is
focused on the ideas. issues
and innovattons that can
change Murray State for the
better.
I strongly believe in issues
like accountability to the
students by letting them
know what's going on
instead of keeping the agenda of SGA a secret. I believe
in the creation of a referendum system to give the students greater voice.
I believe in housing and
food
services
reform
because I have to deal with
the same issues you do on a
daily basis. I believe fresh
ideas like a pay-per-ride
tram can solve important
issues like parking.
Apparently. the members
of the endorsement committee of "The News" have disagreed with me on this.
l am sure their decision
has not been undertaken
lightly, and I respect the
final decision. l hope.
though. that you. the voters
will come out to the Curris
Center on April 9 or I0 and
mark your ballots for me.
I think next year is going
to be important for the students of Murray State, and
we owe it to ourselves to
elect the candidate who will
work harder for the interests
of the students.

lose[ Mallard is a junior
public relations major from
Wurtsboro, New York.

In My
Opinion

j ACE

RAse
" l AM
CONFIDENT MY
CONCERNS
REGARDING
ISSUES SUCH AS
THE
RENOVATION OF
W ATERFIELD
L IBRARY, THE
WELLNESS
CENTER PROJECT
AND T HE
STANDARDIZATION
OF ALL
COMPUTER LAB
SOFTWARE ON
CAMPUS WILL
BENEFIT ALL
STUDENTS.' '

First and foremost I
would like to thank "The
Murray State News" for
taking a proactive role in
our Student Government
Association.
Positive results can be
obtained for everyone
when organizations work
together and support each
other's goals.
The decision to endorse
one candidate is difficult
since each candidate feels
that he can offer something
of value to SGA.
Various organizations
are aware of the different
strengths in each of the
presidential candidates and
will continue to support the
person who they feel is
best for the presidency.
While all candidates
would like the support of
"The Murray State News,"
just as they would like support from all organizations
on campus. understandably
this cannot be the case.
The presidential candidates are aware that not all
organizations will support
their ideas and platforms,
but can only appreciate and
be grateful for those organizations that will.
I am confident my concerns regarding issues such
as the renovation of Waterfield Library. the wellness
center project, and the
standardization of all computer lab software on campus will be nefit all students.
Furthermore. I wou ld
like to implement and promote new programs and
activities that strengthen
campus involvement and
ensure that all students,
traditional and non-traditional. receive a wonderful
education and a memorable
campus-life
experience
while attending Murray
State University.

lace Robe is a junior international business major
from Murray.
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WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
IN A N SGA PRESIDENT?

colleges. ' '

' ' Honest, well-rounded,
aware of the minority-student
issues. ' '

Michael Blackston,
senior from Clarksville, Tenn.

Keely Browning,
junior from Houston

' ' A person who promotes
unity among residential

.

' ' I think that it's time for a
hettie.''

--·

. ' ' Respects authority, but not
afraid to challenge it, and not
just looking for something to
put on a resume. ' '

Courtney Allen,
j unior from Hopkinsville

Jacob Ha"ell,
freshman from Owensboro

' ' Hard worker, dependable,
fun, not just looking for
work. They have to like to
party. ' '

' ' Someone that will work
for more computers for our
computer labs and better
food for our cafeteria. ' '

Daniel Laman,
sophomore from Trenron, Ky.

Young Seo lee,
grtiiliUite student from South Korea

' ' I want an SGA president
that can reach out to the nonGreek public. 1

(' Shiny hair ... ah, I mean

Hannah Beard,
sophomore from Louisville

Justin Wright,
sophomore from Jackson, Tenn.

Sama El Bannan, .
graduate student f rom Cairo, Egypt

' ' Someone who will interact with the people they represent. ' '

' ' Someone who cares about
what the students really
want. ' '

Nolan Patton,
senior from Eddyville

Chanta Anderson,
senior f rom Louisville

''Afi rm grasp on reality. ' '

Kevin Davis,
f reshman f rom Baltimore

good character. ' '

' ' Spend more time getting
international students
involved. When I first got
here, I didn't think the SGA
had anything to do with us. ' '

Ch,mdra Field/ The News

Presidential candidates vary in responses
Editor's note: TI1e fallowing text presents the
highlights of each presidential candidate's
response to two of the five questions asked by
the endorsement committee. Responses are
published in the order the ca11didates were
inten·iewed.

What are the top three priorities
for a Student Government
Association President?
Jace Rabe:
"First and foremost is to push the envelope ...
and stand up for student rights.... Don't back
down. be forceful on the. issues.
Two, I would say stand out to the students, be
seen. heard. allow people to voice their opinion.<;.
I don't agree with the whole red tape.... Call me
din.-ctly and tell me what your problems are....
Call ~tudent government. come .o;ee me.
Third would be tunding. ... Take a more
proactive role in funJing and speaking on behalf

of Murray State ... as a student government president."
Brett Keoban:
"One of the the top three priorities is student
representation.... The student government needs
to get out and needs to be more active and more
srudent involved on campus.
The 1.econd priority IS lobbying over in Frankfort. ... When it comes to lobbying. (the SGA
president) needs to make sure they can ralk business and make sure Murray State University is
well represented at the capital and hopefully
bring back the maximum amount of money. ...
... Another top priority is to be available. It's
important to make sure the president is out there
talking with students -· and interested in having
a genuine concern for he!ping othen.."
losef Mallard:
"The biggest priority is getting :;tudents
involved with campus activities.... A lot of student~ don't know what is going on; they don't
know when certain clubs meet

My lleCOnd thing would be to serve as the student representative to the administration and protect (the students') interests.
And third I would say is going to Frankfort
and lobbying for more money for Murray State
so it can do more things. have more programs
and make sure everything is kept up.... I would
do everything I could to protect the interests of
Murray State."

Morgan Hardy:
"Above all else is serving the student body.
I'm not doing this campaign for the honor, I'm
doing this campaign because I think I have some
good ideas to bring to the table.••.
... Number two is being a srudent and living
!hat student experience. I think that only by living that \tudent experience, every day. can you
really get a feel for what's going on. ... Lastly, a
president must serve the University's needs. That
role is primarily involved in being a student
regent."

What have you done and/or plan
to do to promote diversity within
student groups at Mumy State?
Rabe:
''The role I could take ac; president would be
from the funding aspect. There's so much
money out there through state and federal that I
would love to help bnng in to increase programs
and scholarships for minorities."
Keohan:
''This year I' ve been very active with the
Black Student Council. ... I've been going to
their meetings once a week for the past year•...
I got really into a diverse and minority group on
campus.
As pre-;ident. I'd like to have joint meetings
with the other organi1ations on campus. To promote diversity ... we can promote and plan
evcnt.s where both ides would be happy and
both sides would come together."

Mallard:
"I don't have any specific plans, really, l don' t
want to have quotas or anything.
I think if we protect people's liberties they
will naturally come together.... I think there
probably are some student~ out there who aren' t
so open-minded, but I think by and large. we
treat each other pretty good....
... I don't have any real problems with (diversity) here.''
Hardy:
" I want to promote diversity m SGA and try
to include more international students because
they are very under-represented....
... I want to push to get SGA members who
arc also members of other organi1.ations so they
can be the voice of those organi1ations ....
... I think diversity on campus should
start in SGA. I will promote diversity if my
senate b diverse."

Respon.tes were compiled by opinion etlitor
Erin Richards.
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Candidates for vice president, treasurer speak out

Morreau promises Powell offers students
experience, dedication change, CAB reform
To the student body:
Vince Lombardi once said.
"Leaders aren ' t born. they are
made. And they are made just like
anything else. through hard work."
Through my experiences and
hard work. I, Ryan "Mo" Morreau,
feel I am qualified to be the Student
Government Association vice president.
I feel I am qualified to be SGA
vice president because of my previous experiences in SGA. The vice
president is the president of CAB
(Campus Activities Board).
Basically. the vice president
serves as a liaison between SGA
and CAB. I believe I am the candidate who should be that liaison.
In the past year, I have served as
production. sound and light chair
for CAB. l am second in charge of
all concerts, lectures. Scribes and
Vibes and other on-campus activities.
I understand what it takes ro run
CAB to the best of its abilities. I
also understand that in order to run
CAB more effectively, changes
should be made. ·
If I am elected vice president, I
believe the student body should
have more involvement in CAB.
We. as the government for the students, need to understand what ~tu
dents want here at Murray State.
The government needs to know
what concerts. activities and lectures students actually want to
attend. By having open meetings
and conducting surveys throughout
campus, l believe the student body
would have more of a say in what
SGA does at Murray State.
If elected. I also will bring back
Racer Pride. This organization
added spirit and student participation to Murray State athletics.
By bringing this organization
back, more students may attend
athletic events and receive benefits
for being pan of it. Free T -shirts,
pizza parties, di~count cards and
cash prizes are all things that could
be offered to members of Racer
Pride.
Geuing this organi7ation up and
running again will help return fan
exc1tement to Murray State athletic
events. I understand the amount of
responsibility and dedication the
position of vice president requires.
l own my own OJ service. MoHop Productions. Being a OJ at
weddings. class reunions and parties while also balancing school
and my other on-campus activities
is a big responsibility.
The~e experiences have prepared
me to be your next SGA vice president. On April 9 and I0, I would
appreciate your vote. "J want what
you want." Vote Ryan "Mo" Morreau.

•

MURRAY\
STATE '
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Ryan Morreau
junior
Murray

To. the student body:
During the fall semester of this year, I began
to think about what I could do to take a leadership role on this campus and give bck to the
community.
I thought about all of the things there were to
do. and in October, I realized J wanted to run for
an executive office in the Student Government
Association.
My name is Brandon Powell, and I am asking
for your support for vice president of SGA.
Since entering this campus in the fall of 1999. I
have continuously looked for opportunities to
accept leadership responsibilities.
During the past year, I have heen actively
involved in the SGA as a senator at large. While
holding this office, I served on commillees such
as the Student Affairs Commillee, University
Bookstore Exploratory Committee, College of
Business' Dean's Student Advisory Council and
many others.
During the past two and a half years, I have
been or currently am a Fall "O"l.eader. Summer
"0'' Leader. vice president of Student Ambassadors, IFC representative and Alpha Sigma Phi
Rush Chair.
Throughout my involvement in these organizations, I have gained experiences and leadership skills that will enable me to be an effective
SGA vice pre.;ident.
The SGA vice pre,idl'nt also serve' as the
president of the Campus Activities Board
(CAB), which is respon~ible for planning and
programming events such as Homecoming,
Murray Madness, lectures. multi-cultural events
and concerts.
My first goal is to use my leadership experience &o continue the tradition of concerts that
have taken place during the past three years.
Murray State is gaining a positive reputation as
a good concert venue. l would like to use that
tradition and co-sponsor with the athletic depanment an outdoor concert following the football
game.
Another goal is to use the restructuring of
CAB to involve more students. A more involved
student body will create a more diversified
CAB. ln a recent survey, only 50.6 percent of
students were knowledgeable of what CAB is.
My goaJ for the new CAB is to involve 30 tO
40 students on commiuees . The existing 18
CAB positions will be the committee heads and
the executive board members of CAB .
As a result, the improved CAB will be able to
plan. organize and publicize events more effectively and raise the awareness of what CAB
does on campus.
With this restructuring process. the senate will
have more opportunities to get involved in legislative issue:.; across campus. If elected, I will
be adamant in encouraging the senators to
actively seek your opinions on these issues.
I also want to showcase talented student'>. I
would like to use the area in the Curris Center
across from the bookstore for selected open mic
days during the lunch rush. While providing an
opponunity for performing individuals to gain
experience, this would also be entertaining for
the students.
If I am elected vice president, I promise to
make every effort po~sible that every student' s
voice is heard. Just remember to vote BP for VP
on April 9 and 10 in the Curris Center. Please
feel free to contact me with any question~ at
BP4_SGA_ VP@hotmail.com.
BranJon Powell
junior
Hopkinsville

Reed's school spirit Payne stresses value
~ shows in campaign of leadership skills

"..

To the student body:
By way of introduction. my name is Jessica
June Reed. I am a sophomore. I am seeking the
exec utive office of treasurer of the Student Government Association, and I am requesting your
support.
Having an on-campus job and being a member
of a social sorority. SGA and \"arious honor societies show that participation in the campus community is truly one of my loves!
These, along with my upbringing and precollege experiences, have equipped me to handle u
variety of situations.
Within my sorority, leadership positions to
which my sister:. have elected me include sisterhood coordinator, alumnae relations coordinator
and vice president of operations of my new
member c lass.
In the SGA. it has been my privilege to serve
as the executive assistant to the president and on
the weekend planning committee.
h is with pride that I am a member of Gamma
Betu Phi , Phi Eta Sigma and the White College
Honor Soc iety. These involvements, combined
with the oppo rtunity to he employed in the president's o ffice , afford me the skills necessary to

fulfill the duties of thi~ o ffice.
As trea-;urer, I would !ttri ve to be a contributing member of the SGA 's Execut ive Co uncil. T
know what it means to be n te am playe r. and I
feel that my backgro und positions allow me to
strike a good balance between -;trong convictions
and joint conclusions.
While I understand the importance o f cumpromise with my constitue nts a nd other SGA members, it is nut withln me to compromise the betterment of the University. My blood • run~ blue
and gold'
Entering the race fo r un SGA leaders hip po:-;ition stems from a deep concern for students and
a true love for Murray S tate.
My intent is to be the best po:.sible liaison
between the stl.ldent body unJ University offi·
cials . My desire is to give something worthwhile
to this fine institution tha t hao; given me so much .
Please know of my heartfelt thanks and genuine appredauon fo r a n) sup port you lend.

Jessica June Reed
'ophomore
Gilbertsville

To the student body:
I feel that students want someone with leadership
skills who will listen to their concerns and be their
voice in the Student Government Association .
I have attended all SGA meetings this year as a
senator for the College of Business and Public
Affairs.
1 have worked SGA security at concerts. I have
represented SGA to numerous campu!> organizations by attending their meetings and voicing their
concerns at SGA weekly meetings.
I have served at SGA blood drives. I am a member of the Academic Council with SGA, which
consists of students and faculty. J am also a mem·
ber of the SGA University Affairs Committee.
Additional experiences that will help my leadership in SGA are varied. I have been a voting delegate to the Panhellenic Council. I served on the
Greek Wec.:k Commiuee and served as Panhellenic
· Philanthropy Chairman.
I have been a Fall "0" Leader. Student Ambassador und a member of the Student Law Association. I am Alpha Omicron Pi education vice president and will he a Summer "0" Counselor for
2002. I am also on the Dean' s Advisory Council.
I am a member of Phi Eta Sigma. Phi Beta Lambda. Gamma Beta Phi nnJ Hester College Honor

Society.
If elected SGA Treasurer, I will be accountable
for treasury fund); . I desire to continue supporting
more and better s tudent activities. and I will continue to lobby for the fitness center.
More·importantly , I will continue to be accessi ble to students on campus and will take their concerns to SGA with results.
Murray State is composed of a diverse group of
:.tudents from 66 countries. Each student continues
to make Murray State the proud establishment that
it has become.
Each student deserves to be heard. I will make it
my goal to see that students' concerns are
addressed. I am energetic, positive and diplomatic.
Someone once said, "It takes the same amount of
energy to work and to play. Learn to enjoy them
equally so that you can hardly tell the difference."
Jf you elect me as treasurer. you will see an individual who loves to work. I enjoy mt:eting people
and serving them with results.

Jennifer Payne
sophomore
Clinton
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Clark residents e.xperience cold showers thanks to periodic hot water loss
ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITEI

There is nothing like a cold shower in the morning.
That b what some Clark College
residents are experiencing since the
college's domestic water boiler
started having problems.

Stephen Horwood. Clark faculty
head, said the pilot light on the boiler frequently is extinguished, which
means residents lose hot water.
The problem stems from the fact
that Clark's domestic boiler, which
is approximately 40-years-old, is
worn and developing leaks, said
Dewey Yeatts, associate vice presi-

dent of Facilities Management.
"We're literally ::;ending someone
there on a daily basis 10 keep it operating." Yenus said.
Fixing the boiler would require
appmximately two weeks of work,
during which Clark students would
be completely without hot water,
Yeatts said.

e.
runntng.

"When we saw that it was getting
to the point of diminishing returns.
we promptly ordered the boiler and
put everything in the proper place to
get it done." Yeatts said.
David Wilson, interim director of
housing, said the boiler is scheduled
to be installed immediately following the spring semester.

"The reason Facilities Management hasn't just gone ahead and
taken it down to replace it is (Facilities Management is) trying to be
able to stop it from being an inconvenience as much as possible," Wil·
son ~aid.
Clark residents are being given
multiple options for the remainder of

the semester, Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson said.
"Most of the individuals don't
want to move, don't want to be disrupted," Robertson said.
Alternatives for Clark residents
include allowing students to shower
in Elizabeth or move to other dorms.
Robenson said.

A Cut Above
'

$8 Haircuts every
Monday for MSU

Students!

Get paid to follow sports.

'

One of the most important parts of any university is athletics. Whether
varsity or intramural, sports are one of the most important parts of college
life. Naturally, the Shield yearbook devotes a sizable part of the book to
college athletics. But someone has to take charge of that coverage-that's
where you come in. The Shield is seeking a dedicated Sports Editor to
manage athletic coverage for the 2003 Shield. This is a paid position, with a
set weekly salary. Ajournalism major is NOT required. Athletic involvement is
not a requirement either, but will be looked upon favorably. Visit the Shield
office,228C Wilson Hall, to pick up an application, or call Justin loon at 7624495 for more information.

'

Monday - Friday 8 am to 6 pm
Saturday 10 am to 2 pm
767-0098
1617 Hwy. 121 N.
Walk-ins Welcome
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the yearbook of
murray state university
228C Wilson Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
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Premier Mini Storage
lmoge18arry Jollnson

All sizes available now!
Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray shopping
center.

Indoor Climate Control
Students, why drag your stuff
honte and back again?
Store your car or motorcycle too!
Premier Mini Storage
• Rates from $12 monthly
• Controlled access
• Video surveillance
• Security alarmed
•
• Pest control
• Open 7 days a week

•

753-9600

• U-Haul rentals
• No security deposit
• All units air-conditioned and heated
• Month-to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale
Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

Premier Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753-9600
· Fax: 270-753-9602

r

FREE PADLOCK
when you move in!
Premier Mini Storage
Goody' a In the Shoppea or Munay
Call or come by today!
www.hlllaborocompanJea.com
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Hardy proposes SGA newsletter Keohan seeks student interaction
Bv RusrAM UsMANOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

,

Wilh the
election drawing near, Morgan
Hardy
thinks SGA has
a lot of unresolved Issues
that need to be
addressed.
''When I
think of SGA. l
think of Student
Government
Association, not
MORGAN HARDY Greek Student
Candidate
Association,"
Hardy said.
Hardy, senior from Camden, Tenn..
says SGA's highly dominant Greek
element is a problem. AJihough Hardy
is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, he
said it is his responsibility as a student
to pu.o;h for an inclusive SGA to represent all students.
"I don't mean any disrespect
toward Greeks whatsoever, but we
have to represent more people,"
Hardy said.
International student-; lhat account
for more !:han 8 percent of the student

body Jack proper representation,
Hardy satd. He wants to propose two
SGA seats for the International Student Organization.
"International students face some
particular challenges, and the challenges that !:hey meet make us
respond," Hardy said.
Hardy also intends to encourage
commuters to participate more actively in campus life.
Hardy, who is double-majoring in
print journalism and history, has been
an SGA senator for two years, first as
a •freshman senator and men as me
sena.ror for the College of Humanities
and Fme Ans this year.
Hardy is running for the presidency
because he wants to act as me force of
~wdents, not just on behalf of students.
Another problem the campus is facing is the cutback of student work
hours, Hardy said. For example, some
students started working only 12
hours a week in lhe library, Hardy
said.
..Twelve hours a week- that's not
going to pay for any significant pan of
your tuition,'' Hardy said.
Hardy said it is SGA's re~poru;ibili
ty to champion student jobs. He wants
to develop a new ~rvice, student
researchers, to conduct academic

research for other students on an
hourly basis.
Anomer idea Hardy wants to implement is the creation of an SGA-sponsored newsletter. Apart from infonnation and entenainment sections, this
newsletter would have advertising,
including on- and off-campus job listings and reaJ estate listings to help students find jobs and apartments.
Hardy's approach is not all business. He said lhe campus would benefit from a few musical festivals featuring local bands.
"We've had a few great concerts so
far. including K-Ci and Jo-Jo, Nickel
Creek and Nelly,'' Hardy said "But
what we have been missing is the local

BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

B r e t t
Keohan said his
passion for helping people is one
quality
that
makes him an
ideal candidate
for the Student
Gove r nme n t
Association presidency.
Keohan,
senior from Paducah. has had
BRm KEOHAN
several opportuCandidate
nities to put mat
quality into practice wilh his involvement on campus.
Outside of his work with the SGA,
which includes his present position as
secretary and fonner position as freshman senator, among other things, Keohan ha'i served as a student ambassador, a Fall "0'' Counselor and a
Summer "0" Counselor.
If elected to the presidency, Keohan
said he would like to see more SGAstudent interaction on campus.
"I'd like to see us be more studentfocu!led because student government

bands."

One reason Hardy said he wants to
see local ~ on campus is lhat 90
percent of the time lhe only people
who can see them are 21 or older
because of restaurant regulations.
Hardy's other ideas include creating
a service to subsidize trclllsponation
for students from local resta~.
making a local internship listing and
opening new food locations on the far
ends of campus.
"I'm not a revolutionary," Hardy
said. "What I am going to do is 11)' and
answer some major problerru;."

right now has lhis image and always
has had this image that it is a bunch of
Greeks who are doing it because lhey
don't care and they want to build lheir
resume," Keohan said. "And that's not
what it's aboullt's about representing
lhe students, giving the students a
voice on the Board of Regents. I think
we could do a much better job helping
and listening to the average student on
campus."
Keohan is concerned with three
major issues including parking, lhe
resources at Waterfield Library and
Food Services.
·
''Ever since I've been a freshman,
people have always complained about
parking," Keohan said. "We can take a
look at the judicial board statistics; we
can take a look at Public Safety's statistics. What's the car-to-space ratio?
How many blue spots do we have to
the blue tags that were actually given
out? We can crunch lhese numbers and
kind of figure out where lhere are some
parking issues."
Keohan said if the University's
plans to extend south past Alexander
Hall resulted in the closing of 16m
Street, lhere would be a "huge avail·
ability" for other parking possibilities
on campus.
Keohan said many materials avail-

able at Waterfield Library are considered outdated, creating problems for
students looking for researeh material.
''We have professors on this campus
that are sending students to SIU
(Southern Illinois University) for
research." Keohan said. ''I'd really,
really like to see me library get updated books."
The l:hird issue Keohan focu!led on
wac; Food Services. He said although
he was Food Services Director Bill
Benriter's "biggest fan," he would like
to see options expanded for students.
He referred to the University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky University as schools lhat offered students
options like Chick-Fil-A and Burger
King.
"Maybe we can incorporate me current existing meal plan into these
chains so mat way, instead of being
able to spend $3.20 in the T-room
(Thoroughbred Room) for lunch, you
could get a Whopper Value Meal for
the exact same price... Keohan said. "I
would really, really like to see Murray
State expand lheir food service capabilities."
Keohan said allhough it would not
be feasible to resolve these issues
overnight, !hey would all be addressed
if he is elected.
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Mallard: Student input necessary Rabe: Envelope needs pushing
BY TAYLOR MARIE EWING
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Student
Government
p r esidentia l
candidate losef
Mallard
said
the average student does not
have a voice in
SGA. He hopes
to provide that
voice.
''I decided
to
run
IOSEF MALLARD because I didn't
Candidate
think there was
a lot of choice
between the candidates," Mallard
said. "l got the vibe (SGA members)
were more in it for resume·building
than concern for the students."
Mallard, junior from Wurtsboro.
N.Y., said as SGA president, his top
priority would be increasing student
involvement.
"With some (students), Murray is
where they go to school, and home is
Paducah or Louisville or wherever,"
Mallard said. "To me, Murray is my

home now. I think if (students) were
more involved, they'd feel more
tightly knit, like they're a communi·
ty."

Mallard said if elected, he would
make several changes to increase
student involvement. He said he
hopes to alert students of SGA activities through a bimonthly column in
"The Murray State News."
"How many students can tell you
what the SGA has done in the pa.o;t
few weeks? " Mallard said. "If students were more aware of what's
going on on-can1pus and with SGA,
they'd be more apt to take part in it."
Mallard said he thinks it is important for student~ to have input on
new SGA policies and projects.
''I'd propose a constitutional
amendment that said there couldn't
be any new projects that would raise
student activity fee:; without the students' input or a referendum," Mallard said. '•Like with the fitness cen·
ter. Maybe everybody wantll it,
maybe nobody wants it, but we
don't know for sure because students haven't had a chance to vote
on it."
Mallard also wants to expand the

University's online newsletter to
give students more information
about on·campus activities.
"The Web site has a list of (all the
clubs), but it doesn't say when
they're going to meet or where
they're going to meet," Mallard
said. ··so students have to go out of
their way to call the adviser and
find out."
Some of Mallard's other issues
include food service and housing
reforms.
Mallard, who is a first·year student at Murray State. is a public
relations major and political science minor. He said he hopes to be ·
a lobbyist for a civil rights organization after he graduates.
Mallard said he has been called
the ''Ralph Nader" of the SGA presidential race.
Said Mallard: "Students that I
don't even know have come up to
me and saying, ' I've been coming
here for 2 years and I've never
voted before. but I'm going to vote
for you because you're the itrsl per·
son that's ran that I feel I can
believe in, that has actual ideas that
are going to make a difference."'

BY MARa

OwEN

NEWS EoooR

J a c e
Rabe, junior
from Murray
and
Student
Government
Associatio n
presidential
candidate. said
being elected to
the pos1tion has
been his goal
since he set foot
on campus in
the Fall of 1999.
j ACE RABE
Rabe•
Candidate
who is cui'Ttntly
SGA treasurer,
said he believes his experience in various organizations ha.'i given him the
skills to be an effective leader.
"I think this sets me up for a great
foundation for the presidency," Rabe
said. "I think this is a prime time for me
to do it because I've built a strong foundation. I see all sides of the picture, all
sides of the situation. and I'm ready to
attack it that way."
Rabe said as the bridge between the
student body and the administration
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be. I want to continue thai. push to make
sure that what is being built in the wellness center is what the students want.
not what people feel the students need."
Rabe said there are other issues, such
as parking problems. be would like to
address at appropriate times.
"People really seem to focus on
parking. so I'd much rather go into it
asking questions and seeing what can
be done about it rather than just !iaying,
'Yes, we're going to fiX parking.' or.
'No. lhat's impossible,"' Rabe said.
"Just keep an open mind about it:'
Rabe also ~aid he would work to
standardize computer software in all
campus computer labs.
'That's smaller. but it bugs me,''
Rabe said. "Every building seems to
have different software, and that's just
something that can easily be taken care
of."
Rabe said he wants to strive w lind
those studenls who are uninvolved on
campus. not because they want. to be.
but because they are uninfonned.
Said Rabe: "They don't ntcessarily
have to join student government il" they
don't want to. but we can point them in
so many other directions with these
new organiz.ations that we're support·
ing."

ELECTIONS

iGHIY Met.rs

Su

and faculty. the SGA can be a very
influential organization on campus. but
be said the organization does not reach
its full potential.
"So often, we don't push the envelope enough," Rabe said. "We don't go
out there and, not necessarily piss people off, but see what we can do. see
bow much we can get done while we're
here. The 30- or 4(}-some odd people
that are in student government have the
potential and the chance to really affect
students' lives."
If elected president, Rabe said one Of
his primary goals is to improve the
quality of the out-of-date resoUJ'(:es in
the library.
"That's not a small change," Rabe
said. "I think it's something major lhat
can be done. and I think we just need to
go that direction."
Rabe said he also would work to
ensure that plans for the well ness center
continue as planned.
'"1 really think competition with other
schools to get students here ... 1 really
think the wellness center can play a
huge pan in lhat," Rabe said. "I also
want to make sure it doesn'tJUSt go into
the hanlic; of the administration, and
they decide all the components of the
wellness center and what it's going to

fD
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Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu, Maui. or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
T he beautifu l tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
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(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.
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Hopefuls vie for driver's seat of CAB operations
BY LoREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Student Government Association vice
president position requires the elected student to
serve not only as an SGA officer. but also as
president of the Campus Activities Board. These
are challenges that Ryan Morreau, senior from
Paducah, and Brandon Powell, junior from Hopkinsville, are competing to tackle.

Ryan Morreau
RYAN M ORREAU

Candidate
B RANDON POWEll

Candidate

Morreau. currently a production, sound and
light organization chairperson on the Campus
Activities Board. said the SGA vice president
serves as a liaison between SGA and CAB. Morreau said he attended a convention last summer
with other CAB members where they learned
how other universities modeled their systems.

Morreau said be would like to add a pool of students to the body of CAB to allow for more student input
"Basically, one of the things we would do that
is a little different ... is we would still have an
executive-session-type meeting that would be
the board members, as they're titled, as well as
the president and the SGA representatives. and
then have a general meeting that would consists
of the pool of delegates," Morreau said.
Morreau said lhe pool would be open to anybody on campus that is a student at Murray
State.
"Hopefully, we would have a very diverse
pool in order to represent the diversity on campus," Morreau said "Basically. their responsibilities would be to help the executive board plan
and organize any events, help relay issues on
campus, then basically they would help promote

and work any of the CAB events."
assured if I say I'm gomg to do something. it's .
Morreau said he also is interested in restruc- going to get done, regardless if I get three hours
turing Racer Pride. the school spirit organization sleep." Powell said.
on campus.
Powell, currently a senator at large for SGA,
'This is an organiLation a lot of the ~tudent said he gained an understanding for CAB by
body is completely unaware that it exi~t-;," Mor- working several concerts and Murray Madness.
Powell said one of his goal ~ is to haYe a diverreau said.
In order to get more student participation in sifted CAB.
the Racer Pride Association, Morreau wants to
"In a recent survey, 50.6 percent of students
secure incentives for members. including free did not know what CAB was," Powell said.
pizza parties. free T-slmts and a point-based sys· ''That':. a problem."
tern for attendance to games resulting in a prite
Powell said CAB is currently being restrucfor members who accumulate the most point~.
•tured to include students not on the executive
boanl. He also said h~ would like to plan an outBrandon Powell
door concert at Stewart S~.adium. Powell said it
Powell said having integrity, dependability currently seems as though some Murray State
and good communication skills are three things events nrc "competing with each other," and
he can bring to the table as SGA vice president. something needs to he done to incorporate those
"I'm very dependable, and you can rest event<>.

Treasurer candidates' goal to be accessible to students ·
BY MARCI

OWEN

News EDITOR

This year's Student Government Associatjon eLection finds two candidates vying for
the opportunity to budget the organization' s
money.
Jennifer Payne. sophomore from Clinton,
and Jessica Reed, sophomore from
Gilbertsville, ore seeking the office of SGA
treasurer.

Jennifer Payne
JENNIFER PAYNE

Candidate

•}
JES510 . REED
Cnndtdate

Payne. who is working toward a bachelor's degree in political science with a minor
in legal studies. has served as the College of
Busines~ and Public Affairs senator. on the
Academic Council, which consists of students and facully members, on the University Affairs Committee, a:-. a student ambassador, as a Summer Orientation counselor.

as a Fall ''0" leader and as a representative
on Panhellenic Council and vice president
of education for Alpha Omicron Pi.
"( believe SGA needs experienced leadership,'' Payne said. ''Being involved in those
organizations has allowed me to represent
students, from incoming students to students
that are in college now. and I can use both of
those references to improve the student life
on campus."
Payne said her main focus is taking student!i' concerns to SGA.
"I know, as treasurer, I would keep track
of the funds and make sure all the bills are
paid up for SGA, but I want to be able to be
accountable for students and accessible,''
Payne said. "I want them to know that I'm
willing to voice their concerns in SGA."
Payne said, as a senator, she lobbied for
the wellness center.
" I believe that's a major concern because

1 know that all of the major universities in
Kentucky, all the public institutions, have
large ti tneSl> centers." Payne said. " I believe
that's one thing Murray State needs to
imP.rove itself on is the wellness center."
Payne said .she's also heard many concerns about the library.
"We' re working to make a new library
where it contains more information for students to pull from for reference papers."
Payne said.

Jessica Reed
Reed, a pre-med student. has held several
leader-.hip positions within her sorority,
served a'> SGA President Nikki Key's executive assistant and served on the weekend
planning committee, which helps crentc
ideas for Unpack Your Suitcilse.
"I feel like those leadership positions,
along with my upbringing and work experi-

encc. have prepared me to fulfill the duties
of the office of the trea<;urer," Reed said.
Reed said her decision to run for treasurer
stems from a deep concern for students and
the University.
'' I care about the fu ture of both of those,
and hopefully, by joining with others on
SGA, I can make a worthwhile contribution
to Murray State." Reed said.
Reed said SGA is someth10g she has been
been interested in since :;he was n freshman.
and her goal. if elected treasurer, is to be the
be~t possible liaison between the student
body and University officials.
"As far as s pecifi cally, the students have
run into a financial barrier, as far as being
ohle to use facilities on cnmpus." Reed said.
" I' ll voice that this is our campus and these
are our facilities. I want to make them as
readily available. for student use as possible."

ELECT

BR AND~ ON

POWELL

FOR SGA VICE PRESIDENT
"Leader ship Ex perienc e Working for You! "
• SGA Senator-at-Large
• Fall Orientation Leader
• St ud ent Ambassador V.P.
• A1:fll Ru sh Chair
• Summer Orientation Leader·

...

paid f ar by candidate

Elect

JENNIFER
PAYNE
for
SGA.TREASURER
ssA
Experience

• Senator for College of
Business & Public Affairs
• Academic Council
• University Affairs Committee

Leadership
Panhellenlc Council
• Sorority Voting Delegate
• Greek Week Committee
• Philanthropy Committee
Chair
Organizations
• Summer Orientation
Counselor
SGA
• Fall Orientation Leader
Accomplish ments • Student Ambassador
• VIce President College
• More student
Democrats
activities
• Dean's Advisory Council
• Lobbied for
• Member Student Law
Wellness Cente r
Association
• New Walkway from
Residential Colleges • Alpha Omicron PI VIce
President of Education
to RSEC
Honor Societies
Goals
Be accountabl e for • Phi Eta Sigma
• Phi Beta Lambda
student finance s
• Gamma Beta Phi
Be accessible t o
Hester College
students on ca mpus • Honor
Society
Increase Senato r
• PI Sigma Alpha
contacts with Interest VOTE FOR PAVNE
groups on cam pus
APRIL 9 & 10

-

-

--

2231!!

--'h...

Je ssica Reed
T ·r e . a s u r e r

Dedicated Leader. Humble Servant. Always Your Friend.
,SYA
Sorority
Honor Societies
Executive Assistant

SisterhoOd

to the President

Coordmator

Weekend Planning
Commiteo

Alumnae

Gamma Beta Phi
Phi

Eta Slgma

Relations

Coordinator
VP Operations
of New Members

White College
Honor Society
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To experience the true joy of leaving the clean-shaven ordinary world far behind, log on to mtv.com where you can
check out the dates for MTV's Campus Invasion 2K2 and register to win a Jeeg Liberty Sport of your very own .
•
Jeep 4x4s and MTV's Campus Invasion 2K2-the ultimate ways to experience the world of rock, in every sense of the word.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
No purchase necessary.. Must be a residing U.S. citizen 18 years of age or older and have an active online account on or before 3/17/ 02 to enter. Contest ends 4/28/02.
Sweepstakes not open to employeE's and Immediate families of MTV Networlls; Vlacom International, Inc.; CBS, Inc.; or affiliated companies and subsldianes or employees of DalmlerChrysler.
Void In Alaska and Hawaii and wherever prohibited or restricted by law. For official rules. go to mtv.oom. Jeep 1S a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler.
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DOES THE RESURRECTION MATTER?
"If Christ has not been raised, yourfaith is.futile: you are still in your sins."

-I Corinthians 15: 17
"Without the beliefin the resurrection the Christian faith could not have
come into heing. The disciples would have remained crushed and defeated
men. £\·en had they continued to remember Jesus as their beloved teachet:
his crucifixion
would lun·e.forever silenced any hopes ofhis being the
.
Messiah. The cross would have remained the sad and shameful end ofhis
career. The origin of Christianity therefore hinges on the beliefof the early
disciples that God had raised Jesus from the dead."

-William Lane Craig
Knowing the Truth
About the Resurrection

In Christianity, the entire faith is not based on some mystic, mythical, or mysterious concept or philosophy. It is based upon a proclaimed historical fac~. That
fact is the resurrection of Jesus Christ as proclaimed by His disciples. I fit is
true, then death and sin have been defeated and the Christian has power to live a
changed life. I fit is false, the entire faith is worthless and a waste oftime and
energy. The tmth is that there is plenty ofample evidence showing clearly that
the reports ofthc disciples as found in the Bible can be trusted. Indeed, Jesus
has been raised from the dead and is the Christ, God as man. He taught that if a
person will repent (change their ways) and receive Him into their life as Lord and
Savior, that He would come in and make that person new. He is waiting for you
to invite Him inside and desires to reveal Himself to you. Pray to I lim. IIe is
STILL ALIVE and waiting to hear from you.
"Ifany man is in Christ. he is a new creation. Old things are passed away.
All things are made tl£->).H"

- 2 Corinthians 5: 17

•
WHA T HA PPENED TO THE BODY?
History shows that Jesus was killed on a cross and placed in a grave protected by the Roman seal and guarded by soldiers.
Three days later the tomb was empty. So, the question remains: "What happened to the body'?" There have been several
inadequate theories concocted throughout the years. We will discuss a few here:
TilE DISCIP(..ES STOLE TilE BODY: I) If so, this is the only time in history that someone died for something that they knew
was a lie. (Sec right.) 2) Arc we to believe that some of the greatest teachers or all time in matters of honesty and integrity were
themselves great liars and deceivers? 3) }lOW did they steal it? They were cowards who fled at Jesus' urrcst. Did they
suddenly change their minds, regroup. tackle a highly trained guard, steal the body, and flee without a single casualty?

·nm JEWS OR ROMANS STOLE THE BODY: Easily refuted. For years both the Jews and the Romans did everything in their
power to stop the rise of the Christian church. lfthey stole the body this would be simple: place the body on a cart and wheel it
around Jerusalem. Christianity would have died in the womb.
THE SWOON THEORY: The :;woon theory states that Jesus never died on the cross but rather swooned. As He lay in the
cold, dump tomb, He recovered and then emerged claiming He was resurrected.
The rerutation: To believe the swoon theory you must believe several things. 1) The Roman executioner was incompetent
enough to mistake Jesus for dead. (Killing people was his job.) 2) That Jesus recovered sullicicntly to get up, roll away n
huge boulder, sneak past or fight the guards, and then for the next several days travel miles and miles on f()ot convincing
people that lie had risen. 3) That the disciples were able to overlook His serious physical condition nnd instead see llim a~
the Risen Lord with power over death, not as a bruised, battered, and bleeding con artist. 4) That Jesus was able to keep I Its
location and final resting place a secret from everyone He knew and instead convinced them that He suddenly rose into
heaven right before their eyes.

As mentioned above, at no time in history will you find a person
who died for something which they knew was a lie. People may
die for something they believe in but ne,·er for something that
they know is a lie. If .Jesus was not resurrected, you can bet
that the disciples knew it. and yet ten of the remaining eleven
disciples died cruel deaths proclaiming the resurrection. (The
remaining one, John, was exiled to a remote island prison.)
One was crucified upside down. Others were speared through.
Some were beheaded. Other than the fact of the resurrection,
\\·hat cun account for the transfor mation of these cowardly men
who fled at the time of .Jesus' arrest into perhaps the greatest
history makers of all time?
What can account for Ihe tran~forrnation of Saul of Tarsu!, a
leader in the Jewish faith who wa.~ persecuting and killing
Christians into the greatest fighter for the Cl1use of Christianity
who wrote a great portion of the New Testament and later gave
his life for his faith. You can look him up in any encyclopcc.lia.
He claimed that the risen Christ appeared to Him after his
death and, as a result, he left e\·erything to fight for tbe cause
of Christ. On'ly a living Jcsu~ can explain such an unmatched
transformation.

There arc other theories but NONE OF THEM ARE ADEQUATE. So, the question remains: If Jesus was not resurrected then
whal happened to His body?

"I have been used for many years to study the histories ofoth er times, an d to examine and weigh tire evidence
of tlwse who have written about them, and I k n ow ofn o one f act in th e h istory of mankind which is prm,ed by
better a11d fuller evidence of every sort, to tire 11nderstanding of a fair inquirer, than the gretlt sign whidt Got/
/rath gil•en us that Christ died a11d rose again f rom th e dead."

- Thomas A mold
Oxford University
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MORE FACTUAL AND RATIOI'CAL I NFORMATION ABOUT THE CHRJSTIAN FAITH PLEASE READ THE CASE FOR FA I TH a nd THE CASE FOR CHRIST by award-winning Chicago
Tribune journalist Lee Strobel and EVIDENCE THAT DEMANDS A VERDICT by Josh McOowcll.

Within a tew months ofJesus' death some I0,00
orthodox, practicing Jews had forsaken their faith and
were following the religion ofJesus. By the buming of
Rome in 64 A.D. (31 years later) there were tens of
thousands ofconvct1ed Jews, many ofwhom died for
their faith. WJIAT EXPLAINS TillS EXCEPT A
RISEN JESUS? If you know any practicing Jews, they
are not quick to abandon their faith and this was far too
short a time for the ridiculous Jesus-as-myth
explanation given so often by skeptics.

College Life
Section
Art marks students for life
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This Week
•friday
•FFA- FFA State
Officer Training, 3:30
to 10:30 p.m. For
more
information
phone Jay Morgan at
762-6924.
•RecitalSenior
recital, 6 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Cinema International- "Faat-Kine,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

PHONE:

BY EMILY BLACK

•Exam- ACT, 8
a.m., Business Building room 452.
•FFA- FFA State
Officer Training, 8
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Phone Jay Morgan at
762-6924 for more
information.
•Exam- GRE. 8:30
a.m., Ordway Hall
room 206.

•Cinema International- "Faat-Kine,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Miss MSU- Miss
MSU
Scholarship
Pageant. 7:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
$3 for students, $5
general
public.
•Choir
ConcertConcert Choir Concert. 8 p.m.. Paducah
Tilghman Auditorium.

• sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
AI pha. 9: IS a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back. lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

•monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Recital- Joint junior
recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•Exam- GED, 7:45
a.m., Ordway Hall
lobby.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•RecitalBrass
Chamber recital, 8
p.m.• Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.

• wednesday
•Exam- GED, 7:45
a.m., Ordway Hall
lobby.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

While some trends are considered out of
style right after rhey become popular. other
trends stay around for years. Tattoos have
been one of those trends.
"1 warn everybody that they are addictive,·•
said Daniel llicks, owner of My Reality.
"After you get one, you want another one.''
Hicks said he has been in the tattoo business for more than 20 years and opened My
Reality in Murray about a year and a half ago.
Tattoos have long been popular accessories
for students across college campuses, and it
does not look like they will soon become a
thing of the past.
"( think it {popularity of tattoos) is still
about the same as before," said Jerry Riegger,
owner of Ain't That Art. "I don't think it has
decreased at all.''
Riegger said he has been in the tattoo business for 29 years.
Tattoos may have remained popular
throughout the years, however, different
styles have come and gone.
"Tribal tattoos with an inner design are big
right now," Hicks said. "Toe tattoos are also
big right now, and little roses, hearts and butterflies are popular for women."
Although some changes in tattoo trends are
as simple as new designs, others involve
more complicated processes. Black tight tattoos are one new trend, however, Murray
State students wanting black light tattoos will
have to travel elsewhere.
..We don't do them here," Riegger said. "I
don't know how safe they are. Beware of new
things."
Hicks said anyone thinking about getting a
tattoo should make sore the store is clean and
the artist is a professional.
''When you come in the l>tore ask about
how they clean up,·· said Erin Green. sophomore from Louisville and employee at My
Reality. "Ask to see a needle that has been
sterilized and one that has oot. They should
be stamped with a sterilization date."
Hicks said needles should be resterilized
every six months by state requirements, but
he resterilizes the needles in his store every
four months just to be safe.

Karri Wurth/The News

Tracy Mossotb, junior from Rockford, Ill., sits patiently while Daniel Hicks, owner of My ReaUty, puts the finishing touches on her bone
tattoo. Harris bas been working in the tattoo business for more than 20 yean and bas owned My ReaUty for about a year and a half.
"You want to look at a person' s equipment
and make sure they know how to use it,"
Hicks said. "Make sure they have a biohazard
container and ask to see it. Ask them to tell
you about the run down of the clenning
process ."
Riegger said other safety precautions taken
are to make sure all the equipment is stored
separately and the furniture is light-colored.
"They should put all the equipment together in front of you and take it apart in front of
you," Riegger said. "Everything should be
separate and sterile. They should have as neat
of an appearance as possible."

The designs of the artist are also something
that students should look at closely before
deciding on a tattoo.
"Always ask to see the artist's portfolio,"
Green said. "Ask the artist questions; talk to
the artist. I sat up here and talked to him for
about a hnlf an hour before I even decided to
get one.''
Hicks said being comfortable with the artist
is also an important factor in the tattoo
process.
"We have a Jot of fun here,'' Hicks said. " It
makes the customers more comfortable. If

Lucy Lou. Luscious Lolita.. Jezebel, Come
An Getchasome, Lupita. Mary Catherine,
STAFF WRITER
Cassandra, Beatrice and Aunt B.
Each contestant was then asked one quesThirty-four lucky males got a taste of an
tion,
which did not necessarily have to have a
alternate lifestyle Tuesday.
The second annual Miss School of Agricul- serious answer.
When asked what s he would do with a milture pageant featured a large selection of
male students and faculty dressed up as lion dollars. Aunt B. said, "I would have the
world carpeted. Then I could ride my vacuwomen.
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha, an agriculture um."
Cassandra was asked what one word would
sorority, the pageant is held to raise money
describe her, and she said ''good."
for charity.
Judges deliberated over which five would
"The money goes to Bright Life Farms, a
farming community for mentally handi- make the final round after the questions.
capped people,·· said Sigma Alpha President Sigma Alpha members were auctioned off
Whitney Oliver, senior from Princeton. The during the intermission, and the highest bid
was for a trio of girls that fetched $75.
farm is located in Princeton.
Before the pageant began, last year's win- Cheyenne was a surprise entry in the auction
ner was recognized. Cheyenne, aka junior and netted $25.
Come An Getchasome. Lupita, Mary
Justin Lovell from Greenville, took one more
Catherine, Beatrice and Aunt B moved one
tum in the spotlight.
Once Cheyenne took her seat on the stage, step closer to the crown and qualified for the
all 34 competitors were introduced. Each talent portion of the show. Each finalist was
male was able to select his alter ego, and given a Hula-Hoop and the one who kept it
names ranged from 'Hopalong Josie' to going the longest won. After numerous
allempts, Come An Getchasome was victori'Comeon I. Wannalayya.'
Competitors were adorned with a large ous.
Minor awards were then banded out to
spectrum of women' s clothing. Some chose a
sexy look with tube lops and tight leather other competitors, including Miss Congenialpants, while others went elegant with formal ity and Most Comical. Cheyenne passed on
wear. One aspect that unified their get-ups the crown to Come An Getchasome. aka
junior Brian Hobbs from Carlisle.
was heavy makeup and over-stuffed bras.
Hobbs was proud of his victory.
Once every competitor had been intro"I feel special and honored to wear the
duced, the student contestants were individually auctioned off to the public. Prices ranged crown of Miss School of Agriculture," Hobbs
said.
from $5 to Hopalong Josie's $60 sale.
Last year the pageant raised more than
During the auction, judges tabulated their
scores and selected 10 semifinalists. Those $600, and this year the final money count
who made it to the next round were: Joelene, came to more than $900.
BY K YSER LOUGH

Jenny Hahn/The News

Brian Hobbs. junior from Carlise, took home the crown of Miss School of Agricultural
with his persona of Come An Getchasome In the department's second annual pageant.

PROFESSOR HOBO
HE GOVERNMENT BEEN CRACKING DOWN ON IMMIGRANTS, SO
THEY'RE NOT GOING TO
RENEW MY VISA.

YOU'RE A CLOWN? I JUST THOUGHT YOU
WERE SOME KINO OF CIRCUS FREAk.
THEN I THOUGHT ABOUT A.
DISGUISE, 'TILL JERKS UICE
IS NATURAU.Y THIS
DISFIGURED!

• thursday
•RecitalSenior
recital, 8 p.m .. Farrell
Free

To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175 .

:

'":'

you're comfortable w ith the artist, then your
whole tattoo process will be more comfortable. I take care of my customers. [ have a 98percent re turn rate."
Hicks said the best way to take care of a tattoo after the procedure is to listen to the
artist's directions.
Hic ks said the most important part of the
ta ttoo process is that the person is happy with
his/he r tattoo.
"I enjoy doing this," Hicks said. "It's more
of an art thing than a money thing. I just like
doing this."

Male students compete for beauty crown

YOU REMINDED ME MY FACE

.

8

COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

•saturday

Recital Hall.
admission.

EDITOR: SCOTT GIBSON
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Lovett hosts Miss MSU

Top Five
• music
1. Various Artists - "Now 9"
2. R. Kelly and Jay- Z- ''The

BY EMILY BLACK

Best of Both Worlds"
3. Various Artists - "0 Brother, Where Art Thou?" Soundtrack
4. G len Lewis - ..World Outside My Window"
5. J immy ButTett - "Farside of
the World"

COLLEGE LIFE EorrOR

Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Panic Room
Starring Jodie Foster
2. Ice Age
Featuring the voices of Dennis
Leary and John Leguizamo
3. T he Rookie
Starring Dennis Quaid
4. Bla de II
Starring Wesley Snipes and
Kris Kristofferson
5. Clockstoppers
Starring Jesse Bradford and
French Stewart
Source: Associated Press

•books
1. Stephen King - "Everything·s Eventual"
2. John Grisham - ''The Summons"
3. John Grisham- "A Painted
House"
4. James Pa tterson with
Andrew Gross
"2nd
Chance"
5. Sylvia Nasar- "A Beautiful
Mind"

Spring has finally arrived at Murray State.
Wa.rmer weather has begun, flowers are blooming
and the annual Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant has
finally arrived.
This Saturday, the 2002 Miss MSU Scholarship
Pageant will take place in Lovett Auditorium. The
pageant will begin at 7:30p.m.
"Miss MSU will be the same as it has been in the
past," said Rebecca Francis. pageant coordinator.
"There is a lot of lr.ldition involved in this."
Fifteen women will compete for the title of Miss
MSU. Francis said the competition actually begins in
November with the nomination of 50 women and
preliminary judging. Fifteen women are chosen from
the original 50 to compete in the actual pageant.
Students competing in this year's Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant are: Jennifer Payne, sophomore
from Clinton, Hillary Spain, sophomore from Hopkinsville, Stephanie Minix, senior from Owensboro,
Whimey Burroughs, sophomore from Owensboro,
lenny Moss, sophomore from Dyer, Tenn .. Meridith
Vanderford, junior from Jackson, Tenn., Wendy
Davis, junior from Carlise, Meagan Wright, senior
from Metropolis, Lll., Jillian Payne, junior from
Hardinsburg, Kaci Greer, junior from Murray,
Melanie Brewer, junior from Marion, Ill., Kim Morris, junior from Memphis. Whitney Arnold. junior
from Hardinsburg, Sara Williamson, junior from
Lexington, and Casey Jenkins, junior from
Clarlcsville, Tenn.
Contestants will be interviewed lhroughout the
day on Saturday. During the evening portion of the
competition, they will be judged on poise and communication skills.
After the first round of judging is complete, the
contestants are narrowed down to five. Those five
contestants are then interviewed onstage, and one i~

BYSCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COUEGE LIFE EDITOR

•web site of the week
www.thesmokinggun.com
The Smoking Gun Web site is
a collection of documents
gathered from court files and
government sources. The Web
site provides the public with
various documents relating to
celebrity arrests and other
quirky shady sides of America.

Custom, with his debut album
"Fast," has exploded into the rock
scene with a cutting-edge sound and
street-inspired lyrics.
Given hls appearance, Custom
comes off as just another free-walking, street-smart skater from the Big
Apple. In t.ruth, however, he is an
uncanny lyricist and vocalist.
With vocals reminiscent of Mr. E
from the Eels, a backing band com-

Fifteenth & Olive - Stop by
Fifteenth & Olive and check
out the Burning House Benefit Jam at 9:30 tonight and
Brad's Backwater Blues Band
at 9:30 on Saturday. There is
a $5 cover charge.

• 1hour drive

Karri Wurth/The News

Contestants In the 32nd Annual Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant practice a dance routine they wiD perform during the show at 7:30' p.m. Saturday In Lovett Auditorium.
chosen as Miss MSU.
The theme of this year's pageant will be "Pretty
Woman," taken from the 1990 movie starring Julia
Roberts and Richard Gere.
''It seems like a fall-back theme, but I don't think
we've actually ever done anything like thi~ before,"
Francis said. "This theme lends itself to some fun
things that can be done with the costume~ and everything. We also plan to use the Roy Orbison song and
other songs from the movie."
Lindsay Chamberlain, current Miss MSU, will
hand over her crown at the pageant.

The winner of the Miss MSU Scholarship
Pageant will receive an $850 scholarship, a
plaque and a crown.
Francis said Miss MSU also is asked to
participate in ceremonial events on campus
and around the community.
Tickets for the Miss MSU Scholarship
Pageant are $5 for general admission. $3 for
students and free for children 12 and under.
To purchase tickets. phone the Student Government Association at 762-6951 .

parable to Third Eye Blind and lyrics
that are straight from the streets of
Manhattan, Custom is sure to make it
big in the rock scene.
The Parental Advisory label on the
cover of the album is not there without warranL. "Fast" is full of quirky,
humorous and often sleazy lyrics.
Custom's debut single, "Hey Mister," stim:d some controversy over
its lyrics. MTV refused to play the
video, and most radio stations play a
version that is edited beyond comprehension.

The song soundo; like something
out of Beck's catalog. but the lyrics
are exclusively Custom's. With some
of the mildest lyrics being "Hey Mister I I really like your daughter I I'd
like to eat her like ice cream I Maybe
dip her in chocolate," it is obvious
this song is nol suitable for most bubble-gum-chewing teenagers.
Not ev~ track on "Fast.. is ac;
raunchy and explicit. Songs such as
"Like You" and "120" are slower
and more per.;onal, while others such
as "Streets" and "Daddy" are ft.lled

with loud vocals and heavy guitar
riffs. The standout track on "Fast"
is "Skate."
"Skate" is a far cry from the rest
of the songs. It lasts only 36 seconds and features a solo Custom
on guitar. "Skate" is slow. mellow. and it somehow comes across
as the most powerful song on the
album. ·
Custom· s original hardcore rock
lyrics and powerful back-beat
music are sure to please any fan of
contemporary music. Grade: A-
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would like to thank everyone who
participated in the 200'2

Step Off

Alpha Gamn1a J)elta
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha J)e)ta Pi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha
I_Jambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi

Congratulations to this year's winners:
Alpha Gamma Delta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Winners of the "Make A Change" award:
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Sigma Sigma

--

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dom1 room. Don' t let your
weekend suffer. AU you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town

Custom makes 'Fast' break on charts

Source: Associated Press

Road Trip

·The

2002 Miss
Murrav State
Universitv
ScholarshiP
Pageant
Find out who the next Queen will be,
April 6 • 7:30 P.M.
Lovett Auditorium

General Admission
$5
Student discount (with 10)
$3
12 and Under
Free
Tickets available In the SGA office

Pa ducah - Take a trip downtown and check out the movie
that was nominated for Best
Actor, Best Actress, Best
Supporting Actress and Best
Adapted Screenplay at the
Oscars when "In the Bedroom'' plays at 7 and 10
tonight; l p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m.
and I 0 p.m. on Saturday; and
I p.m., 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. on
Sunday. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for seniors,
children. students and matinees.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - If you feel like
acting like a kid again, then
drive down to Nasnville and
visit the Shrine Circus at 7:30
tonight, 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
on Saturday and l p.m. and 5
p.m. on Sunday at the MunictpaJ Auditorium. Tickets are
$8 to $12.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Kansas City, Mo. - Head to
Kansas City, Mo.• and check
out Gavin Rossdale 's fiancee,
Gwen Stefani. when No
Doubt plays at 8 tonight in
the Uptown Theater. Tickets
are $32.50.
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Adventure group plans outdoor activity
BY EMILY BLACK
CoLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State students who are tired of
sitting in their dorm rooms may soon
find some outside relief when the Murray State Outdoor Adventures organization begins its activities on campus.
The Outdoor Adventures organization
is a new group formed as part of the
Student Government Association's
"Unpack Your Suitcase" program.
"We want to offer activities that will
help get students involved throughout
campus," said Mike Gowen, Outdoors
Adventures organizer and Carr Health
building manager.
The first activity planned by Outdoor
Adventures is a rock-climbing trip to
Ferne Clyffe State Park in Illinois.
"This is a trip; it is not a class,"
Gowen said . "We are more interested in
giving them (the students) the opportunity to get experience climbing."
The trip is scheduled for April 19-21.
Outdoor Adventures will charge a fee

of $50 for the trip. However, the fee wi ll
cover all trip expenses except for breakfast and lunch on April 20 and 21.
Gowen said although the trip focuses
more on gaining climbing experience, it
will provide lessons in the basics of rock
climbing.
"We will take everyone through the
basics of rock climbing and teach them
how to learn the ropes," said Brett
Rudolph, senior from Calvert City and
Outdoors Adventures organizer. "We're
just going to let them climb."
Gowen said students are not required
to have any previous rock-climbing
experience to sign up for the trip.
"This is a beautiful state park," Gowen
said. " If the students get tired of climbing, there are many other activities they
can do."
In addition to the climbing trip,
Gowen said Outdoor Adventures also is
thinking about planning backpacking
and canoeing trips.
''We will also want to take suggestions
for other activities," Gowen !>aid. ··we

are trying to meet the needs of the students."
Although the climbing trip is designed
for students, Gowen said the organization also plans to have activities for University faculty and staff.
"Our trips are non-competitive. but
physically challenging," Gowen said. "It
is social bonding."
Gowen said the organization also may
plan trips for other campus organizations.
..This is basically meant for everyone.'' Rudolph said. "That is the best
part about climbing: Everybody can do
it."
There will be a mandatory meeting for
all students interested in participating in
the climbing trip. Although space is limited to 12 people, Gowen said there are
still spots available. All Murray State
and state park rules and regulations will
be in effect for the duration of the trip.
For more information on the rockclimbing trip, phone 762-7040 or 7626984 or e-mail msuoa@murraystate.edu.

Brett Rudolph/ Guest

The Murray State Outdoor Adventures organization is planning a rock -climbing trip for Aprii19-2J. All students are Invited to sign up for the trip.

Books & Coffee

Welcome to State Farm aant-

Now Serving Frozen Coffee
and Frappachinos
New Books - ~~Best Sellers"
Chai Tea Now Available
Whole Bean Flavored Coffee
Magazines • Daily Newspapers
Espresso Bar and much more .. .

.

It's a lot sempler to bank weth a Good NeeghbOr Our convenient Checking Accounts are
part of our full range of banl<mg products. featunng compet1t1ve rates and the servece you
deserve from your bank. To find out how vou can Bank with a COOd NeighbOr'" call me.
vls1t statefarm.com '" or call toll·free 1·877·SF4·BANIC

~---;11SU Stu~~~~t

LJlse"uHts

of

Murray

Service Hours M-F 7:30-5 :00

Please call for
Competitive Pricing
Fo r all your car care need s

Mark Lewis. Agent
305 North 12th

Murray, KY
753·9627

Shuttle Service Available
An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercur y

Friday, Apri I 5
1. SeDior Recital - Performing Arts Hal; free; 6:00pm.

2. Cinema International - "Fa,at KiDe"; free; Curls Center Theater;
7:30pm.

3. Baha'I Student Assn. sponsored diversity dinner

@ 7:30 pm,

3rd Boor Curis Center. No registration reqaired.

Saturday, April 6

4. ROCK CLIMBING TRIP to Ferne Clyffe State Park, April It - 21;
Cost $50. For more information, contact Jim Baurer @
762-&984.

5. Mountain BiJcing Club, now forming. For more information, call

Jim Bauer @762-6984.
6. Movie Night : Sponsored hy Hart College; 7:30, Bart Lobby; Fight Club; For more
Information call 762-4000.

7. CHANNEL 99 - Starting April 8 look for a ·listing of weekend
activities 24 hours a day. Channel 99 is only carried on
campus

Sunday, April 7
1. Fencing Tourney - "Battle of the Blades 2002"; Curris Center
Ballroom; 2pm-5pm.
2. Baseball - Breds vs. Lipscomb; lpm.; Reagan Baseball Field.

3. CHANNEL 99 - Starting April 8 look for a listing of weekend
activities 24 hours a day. Channel 99 is only carried on
campus.
4. Whiffieball 2 pm. - Sponsored hy Hart College: For
more iJlformation call 762-4000.
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

1. Cinema International - "Faat Kline"; free; Curds
Center Theater; 7:30pm.

2. Rowing Team - Racer Regatta

@

Cherokee Park,

Aurora, KY.; 8:30 am-2pm.

3. Fencing Tourney - "Battle of the Blades 2002";
Curis Center Ballroom; 1-Spm.

4. Miss Murray State - Lovett AuditoriUm; $3; 7 pm.
5. CHANNEL 99 - Starting April 8 look for a listing
of weekend activities 24 hours a day. Channel
99 is only carried on campus.

CollegeLife
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Organization solves taxing issues
BY MICHAEL DRIVER
STAFF WRITER

Each year during tax season many
people are forced to either wade through
tax forms they do not understand or seek
professional guidance.
The Volunteer rncome Tax Association was set up by the Internal Revenue
Service as an alternative for those who
need income tax assistance. The IRS has
set up sites around the nation and usually trains volunteers from the community
to help fill out tax. returns.
Murray State's VITA program is dif-

ferent because the volunteers are
accounting students with at least one
income tax course, said Floyd Carpenter.
faculty adviser and program coordinator.
"It's a program for the elderly, for students here at Murray and then anyone
who has low income," said Valerie
Gilkey, graduate student from Nortonville, who is in her fifth year with
VITA.
The program has already completed
more than 500 returns and is expected to
complete more than 700 by the time the
program ends on April 12.
This year is not as busy as last year.

which set the record for the number of
returns done by the Murray State VITA.
but that does not mean it is not busy,
Carpenter said.
There were enough people in line on
March 29 that many left before they
could be served, and Gilkey expects the
program to continue growing as word
spreads.
Both Carpenter and Gilkey appeared
on the radio, and advertisements have
been placed to let people know the service is available.
"It's a good outreach service to Murray State students and the community,"

Carpenter said.
The returns go through three phases as
The forms usually take from I 0 to 45 they are filled out, reviewed and then copied
by the accounting students. Even students
minutes to complete, Gilkey said.
Carpenter said volunteers get a chance who have not had the income tax course can
to help the community and gain work help, and Carpenter said he will find something to do for anyone who volunteers.
experience.
"Students need to bring their W·2s, 10-99
"Starting off, the students ask a lot of
forms
and any other important tax docuquestions to the adviser, but as the
Carpenter said. "We also like them
ments,"
semester goes on the students need less
to bring a copy of last year's return, but it's
and less help," Carpenter said.
not r;equired."
However, not every~g can be han- · VITA started taking returns Feb. I and is
dled by the students, and Carpenter open on Fridays from noon to 4 p.m. until
helps where he is needed.
April 12. Those who want help should bring
"You get some unique situations with !heir forms to room 353 in the Business
taxpayers.'' Carpenter said.
Building.

Grand OpeninG of

L&J's faatasr ..T•a
Aprlf5th & 6th

Latest tbinQ Jo tannlaQ
The Airbrushed Tan
Fast, Safe, Sunless.

900 Coldwater Rd.
(Inside Attitudes)
Murray, KY 42071
270·759-1100

"Every Day Is A
Sunny Day With
Fantasy Tan"

':·: .:,~~

..

Initial Base Tan Spacial

$24.95 Rfjg. priCe 138.00
(2 applications)

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
w ith M SU 10.
Located inside .
Wai-Mart.
C2002 Blockbuster Inc.

virslnla slims
$2.44 (.60 off)

You Purchase When You Show
Your Current Racer card.

FOR

GOALS AND IDEAS
• Continued Better
• Ensure Campus Safety
Student Representation
• Analyze Parking Situation
• More Food Service Choices ·
• Walk~ay from Residential
• Updated Books and
Compl_ex to Stadium Parking Lot
Technology in Library
"Some ~en see things and ask 'Why?' I dream of things that never were and ask 'Why Not?'"
- George Bernard Shaw

HONORS & AWARDS

EXPERIENCE

• SGA Secretary
• Phi Eta Sigma President
• SGA Senator at Large
• Racer Pride Association
• SGA Freshman Senator
President
• Campus Activities
• Sommer Orientation
Counselor
Board Secretary
• Alpha Sigma Phi Secretary • Fall Orientation Leader
• Intra Fraternity_Council • Student Ambassador
http://www.sga.w•tstedlife.cotll
Vice President
SGA ELECTIONS APR. 9 & 10. Paid forb Americannet -Works LTD.
• Omicron Delta Kappa
Leadership Society
• Order of Omega
• Dean's List
• Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society

• National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
• Alpha Chi Honor Society
• Gamma Sigma Alpha
Honor Society
• Murray State Honors Program
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MLBseason
should be
captivating
Just a couple of days into the
Major League Baseball season, all I
can say as an avid baseball fan is that
this is going to be fun.
Let's look at some of the amazing
numbers put up already. Cleveland
shut out Anaheim to open the year
on Sunday night. No big deal. unless
you know that was Cleveland's first
opening-night shutout in nearly 30
years.
Then there aere the two newcomers for Atlanta, Vinny Castilla and
Gary Sheffield. Why get these two
and move Chipper to left field?
Well, Castilla and Sheffield
answered some questions already by
homering in the Braves' 7-2 victory
over the Phillies, not to mention the
Braves scratched Greg Maddux for
the game only to see Tom Glavine
pitch strongly.
So what else can happen in 2002?
Well, first let's look at 200 1, a year
when baseball redefined its role by
putti-ng on some magical World
Series games, especially in New
York after the Sept. 11 attacks.
Can someone break 73 home runs?
Ask Barry Bonds himself, who on
opening day against the Dodgers
smack~d two over the fenceand hit
two more the next day. And, oh, by
the way, Griffey Jr. is back, healthy
and ready to see what he can do in
Cincinnati. Can
Sports Talk we say 80?
And why
should people in
Chicago
be
excited
this
year? Well, last
year was the
first time since
1993 that both
the Cubs and
White Sox had
winning
seasons. The scary
part - they could
both easily do it
again
this year.
T IM
The last time the
A LSOBROOKS
two clubs bad
back-ro-back
· winning seao, the ma.m
sons: 1971. Last
thing to
time they both
remem ber for made the playthis baseball offs; don't even
ask.
season is to
Yes, there
stay tuned, are a few dark
clouds
still
because it
hanging in the
should be an air. Labor strike
unbelievable scares and the
contraction of
ride."
teams like Montreal scare true
baseball fans.
But the fans in
Montreal dido' t
seem
to
be
scared,
since
more
than
34,000 of them
packed Olympic
Stadium Tuesday night to see their
soon-to-be-extinct Expos come from
behind with two runs in the ninth to
beat the so-called upstart Florida
Marlins.
Would it surprise me if the Expos
had a winning year, with huge
crowds and perhaps even make a run
for the playoffs? Not at all. Baseball
has a way of working magic like
that. How could the owners possibly
think of disbanding the Expos if they
have great attendance and a winning
year? It's too bad the decision
already se~ms to be made in the
minds of those who count.
Don't think the D-backs can repeat
as World Champions? Tell that to
Johnson and Schilling, both of
whom were busy dismantling the
Padres on different days to start the
season. Boston's ace Pedro Martinez
gave up eight runs to the Blue Jays,
the most he's given up in a very long
time.
So, the main thing to remember for
this baseball season is to stay tuned,
because it should be an unbelievable
ride. Mac is gone, but Tino is there
for the Cardinals. Look out for the
Cubs, Twins and Tigers to make a
little noise.
Oakland may have lost Oiambi,
but it may be better now than it ever
was, and Seattle may have the tested
experience to take it one more step.
Baseball can bring magic and hope
back to the country. and it can bring
tears of joy to a true fan's eyes. Play
ball!

"s

Tim Alsobrooks is a staff writer for
"The Murray State N~ws. "

'Breds plate 18 against Indiana Southeast
BY JusnN McG1u
SPORTS EDITOR

Jenny Hahrv'The News

Murray State freshman pitc~~r Craig Kraus pitched six SfOreless innings, in the T horoughbreds' 18-0
1
win Wednesday over Indiana Southeast. Kraus, who ear ned his firs~ win
t he seasbn, recorded five
strikeouts and allowed only three hits.

oi

Murray State had a strong arm on the mound and lively
bats at the plate in its LS-0 blowout win Wednesday over
Indiana Southeast. The Thoroughbreds (I 0-12) scored in
every inning but the fi rst and allowed only three hits in the
win over the Grenadiers (18-12).
''We came in today hoping to build a little confidence,"
junior catcher Charlie Ward said. "We fee l pretty good
after a day like this. We haven't had a blowout game Like
this yet."
Head Coach Mike Thieke said the team's offense was
successful because players executed at key times at the
plate. ·
"We scored a Jot of runs today, but the big key was that
we kept innings going and we scored in consecutive
innings," Thieke said. "That has been difficult for us at
times."
The 'Breds' scoring rally started in the second inning
when junior second baseman Ronnie Seets was hit by a
Bryan Shartzer pitch. Seets stole ;second base and scored
on a double by Ward. MSU added two more runs in the
inning to take a 3-0 lead.
Junior center fielder Gamer Byars led off the third
inning with a single and a stolen base and later scored on
a single by Ward.
The 'Breds' highest single-inning output of the game
came in the fifth when they added six runs to the scoreboard.
Ward went 4-for·4 from the plate with fou r runs scored
and bad a game-high five RBis.
"He's (Ward) worked hard at his hitting," Thieke said.
"Whether or not he's going to go 4-for-4 every day, that's
kind of high expectations. But, right now, he thinks he
can. and that's the major thing."
Freshman designated hitter Geoff Kirksey added a hit
and three RB Is.
"We're trying to get in a good rhythm at the plate,"
Ward said. "We haven't been doing that lately. These next
couple of games. we're going to get ready mentally."
Freshman pitcher Craig Kraus ( 1-l) pitched six scoreless innings, allowing three hits and striking out five batters.
"He's (Kraus) a kid that has gotten better each outing,"
Thieke said. "He has a bright future. If he continues to get
better each game as he did today. he's going to figure into
our major plans:'
Senior pitcher Scott Greene retired the side in the seventh inning. The umpires ended the game after that, enacting the I 0-run mercy rule.
Thieke said team members believe they have already
made great improvements since the beginning of the season.
"This is a game of feeling. and right now we feel we're
getting better as a ballclub." Thieke said. "It's evident up
and down the lineup that whoever steps up is going to produce."
·
The 'Breds' next home game is '5Cheduled for 1 p.m.
Sunday against Lipscomb.

Men's tennis sweeps OVC foe Tennessee State
ite 8-0 in the No. 3 match.
The team i~ getting ready to go to a
mini·toumament in Memphis. It plays
The Murray State men's tennis team New Orleans tomorrow, then will have
took on Ohio Valley Conference foe two matches Sunday against host MemTennessee State at home Wednesday and phis and St. Louis.
Head Coach Mel Purcell said he is
swept the match 7-0.
Senior Nikola Aracic led the charge. always pumped about playing his Mem·
defeating Rodney Covington 6-3, 6-1 in phis alma mater and matches against
No. I singles. Freshman Freddy Sund- non-conference foes will help keep the
sten won the No.2 :;ingles match. defeat- team in shape.
''It's always fun to play Memphis for
ing Jamaal Brown 6-0, 6-3. Junior Thiago Gondim won 6-1, 6-2 over Ramsey me, and the guys tile the trip," Purcell
Covington in the No. 3 match. in the No. said. 'These types of mini-tourneys help
4 singles match, sophomore Alex us stay in shape and prepare for the
Hoyem defeated Johnnie Meadors 6-0. upcoming OVC schedule."
The team faces a tough schedule of
6-3. Sophomore Z:lkuria Bahri (6-1, 6-0
over Carleton White) and junior Mike five matches in the next I 0 days, includSchmidbauer (6-2, 6-4 over Malantus ing a home match Wednesday against
Moore) won in No. 5 and No. 6 singles OVC rival Tennessee-Martin.
"It is tough. and we will be tested, but
respectively.
The team won all three doubles match- physically and mentally [ think we are
es to gain one point despite the cold ready,'' Purcell said.
The team practices every day. includweather.
"When it's cold you're not usually as ing weight training and running, to keep
loose, so pulling a muscle becomes more in !'Jlape. 8oth coaches prai_<;ed the team
likely. but today they all played fairly for its effort in trying to repeat as OVC
loose considenng the weather," Assistant champions.
"It is an easy job for myself and RayCoach Raymond Simms said.
Aracic and Sundsten teamed at No. 1 mond: these guys know what it is like to
doubles, defeating Brown and Rodney win, and they realize you have to push
Karri Wurth!The News
Covington 8·1. Gondim and Hoyem yourself and have that desire to win,"
Murray State junior T hlago Gondim returns a shot during his singles match Wednesday against
defeated Meadors and Ramsey Covi"ng- Purcell said.
Tennessee
State. Gondim defeated Ramsey Covington 6-1 , 6-2 in No. 3 singles and teamed with
The
team
plays
at
home
today
at
2:30
lon 8-1 in the No. 2 match. and Bahri and
sophomore Alex Hoyem .to defeat Covington and Johnnie Meadors 8-lin No.2 doubles.
Schmidbauer defeated Moore and Whi- p.m. against Bethel.

BY TIM
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Seniors lead charge in women's tennis win over TSU
BY

Glass was victorious in No. 1
singles, defeating Danette
Rachel 6-1, 6-1 , while Alonte
It L~ always important to go won at the No. 3 !lingles over
out in style.
Roxanne Brooks 6-0. 6-0. In
Seniors Kerry-Lea Glass and other ~ingles play. freshman
Maria Alonte played in the Jaclyn Leeper continued her
final home matche~ of their dominant play by downing
Murr.ly State careers Wednes- · Julia Davis at No. 2 singles 6-0.
day, both winning in straight 6-0, and junior Cheryl Graham
sets. MSU also earned the team won the No. 4 :;ingles. defeat·
victory, shutting out Tennessee ing Martene fair 6-0, 6-0. In
State 7-0 to improve its Ohio the No. 5 singles. junior Jaime
Valley Conference record to 2- Lee downed Sylvia Lyons 6-0.
6-1. and junior Jennifer Liles
1.
''It is always the responsibili- defeated Adriene Coats 3-6, 6ty of our seniors to move up for 2, 6-1
their final home match," Head
"It's really nice to have
Coach Connie Keasling said depth," Keac;ling suid. "Even
regarding Glass and Alonte's though we won big. Tennessee
promotion to the No. I and No. State is definitely an improved
3 seeds. "Both of them have team."
been big-time playen; for us."
ln doubles play, MSU surCHRIS J UN G

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

rendered only two pointe; in
earning the doubles point.
Alonte and Glass teamed
together to defeat Davis and
Rachel 8-1 in the No. I doubles, while Graham and Leeper
won the No. 2 doubles over
Brooks and Fair 8·0. Lee and
Liles won the No. 3 doubles
over Coats and Lyons 8-1 to
complete the sweep.
Glass was handed the
responsibility of the No. I spot
and took it in stride.
··we were just prepared to
play them today," Glass said.
"It was good to go out there and
just take care of business. and
the match did a lot in tenns of
getting Ollf confidence back."
Glass was not hindered by
the emotion of her final home
match.

"It wasn't any different,"bji~liiii;ililil
Glass said. "We have so many ~
other matches coming up to
even worry about that.''
MSU faces a busy weekend
complete with three conference
contests, including a double-- ... en (111
header tomorrow.
. -"It is so much ea.~ier when
... '"""c:tat·
you have such a strong. solid
team," Keasling said. "When
you play back·to-bad: matches,
each po~ition is just as important. They are each wonh the
same amount of points - one."
The busy weekend kicks off
today with a 3 p.m. match at
Morehead State. The team will
then travel to Richmond on Saturday to play Eastern Illinois at
·.
8:30 a.m., followed by a
matchup with Eastern Kentucky later in the day.

~
..,..

,M u r ray
State senior
M a r i a
Alonte won
the
final
home match
of her career
Wedn esd ay,
d e f ea tin g
Te nn essee
State's Roxanne Brooks
6-0, 6-0.
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ovc ActiOn
:ewe .... Scores
~2

Belmont 12
Monltead 6

W
Ga.eOneJ
ninth out of 89 participants with a
three-round score of 217, nine shots
behind individual winner Josh
After picking up his second save of Teeter of Morehead State. Senior
~Pi~rofthe
the
season against Southeast Mis- Matt Stark and freshman Blake DarWeek for March
souri
State Sunday, junior lefthander nell finished tied for 38th, each
31.
Gordon
Dugan earned Ohio Valley shooting a 226. Senior Alex Sundsten
Dugan earned
Conference
Co-Pitcher of the Week.
tied for 70th with•a 236. Sophomore
hi& second save of
Dugan
was
the factor in MSU sal- Kyle Congdon rounded out the Racthe seaso.n, whk:h
vaging its three-game series with ers' scoring with a 242 and an 83rd
ties him for the
SEMO
when he entered the game finish.
lead of two
"th senior doeer and ended all offensive threats. With
. Mc.Qrty.
an 8-4 lead, Dugan relieved junior Men's golf team places 18th
Craig Ringwald and w:as faced with
leepet, fn!ah.
· runners on first and third with two at Johnny Owens in Lexington
from the
The Murray State men's golf team
outs. Dugan got the final out, allowing no runs, and proceeded to pitch a played in a Friday-Saturday tournament last weekend in Lexington and
near-perfect final two innings.
Dugan and the Thoroughbreds placed 16th in the University of Kenvisit Lipscomb Saturday for a noon tucky's Johnny Owens Invitational.
Seniors Matt Stark and Brandon
doubleheader and return home for a
single game Sunday against Lip- Henson were the top two placers for
MSU. Stark finished tied for 11th out
scomb.
of 93 with a 77-72-66=215, and HenMen's golf team takes ninth son placed 35th with a 73-77-72=222.
Senior Alex Sundsten shot an 81-75at Jacksonville tournament
75=231 to finish tied for 70th, freshThe Murray State men's golf team man Blake Darnell finished tied for
finished 38 strokes behind Austin 81st with an 80-77-78=235 and
Peay as it placed ninth at the Amoco sophomore Kyle Congdon finished
Ultimate/Young Oil Intercollegiate 84th with a 79-75-82=235.
Tournament in Jacksonville, Ala.
Tuesday.
Women's golf team places
MSU shot a three-round score of
303-300-300=903, which was six fourth at Stewart Memorial
shots behind eighth-place Troy State.
The Murray State women's golf
team
shot a two-round score of 659
Junior Brandon Henson was
MSU's individual leader, placing after shooting a 333 in the second

IPt«:net, was

Dugan named conference
co-pitcher of the week
~aU~ Conference

~eel the Ohio

Faatfact

OnApril6,
1988, George Bell
went S..for-5 to
lead the Toronto
Blue Jays to an
1-4 victory over
the Kansas City
Royals. This performance came
game after
Day,
~hen Bell hit

OVC Baseball
Standings
SEMO
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay

2-1
3-2

3-3
3-3
3-3
1-2
2-3

OVC Baseball
Schedule

Racer Athletic
Schedule

Apr. 6
Murray ~m 0 ~b (OH), 12 noon
SEM0 0 Eastern K.mtucky (OH), 12 MOl\
Bradley 0 Eutltm 111111011 (OH), I p.m
Mo~lld Sole 0 UT·Martin (OH), I p,m
Tenni!Siee Tech 0 AUI!ll\ P..y (OH). 2 p.m.

8aHball
Saturday 0 Lipscomb (DH), noon
Sunday va. Lipscomb, 1 p.m.
Wedneaday 0 Mlasisaipp~ 6:30 p.m.
Men'aTennl.a
Saturday vs . New Orleans (0 Memphis), TBA
Sundlly 0 Memphis, 9 a.m.
Suncby vs. Saint Louil (0 Memphia), 1 p.m.
Wednesday vs. UT·Martin.. 2:30
pm

Apr. 7
SEMOO Eutem Kftltucky, ll noon
UpscombOMumySU~e, I pm.

()..Q

three home runs.

round to finish fourth at the Payne
Stewart Memorial in Springfield,
Mo.
The squad completed the first
round in second place but faltered
on the second day to fall back in the
final standings. Sophomore Cuyler
Hedley finished tied for second in
the field of 83. Hedley shot a 159,
which was 11 shots behind the winner Karla Schuldt of Northern Iowa.
Senior M~gan Rees tied for 21st
with a 167, junior Stephanie Baskey
.tied for 28th with a 169, senior Kristen Margherio shot a 170 to tie for
30th and freshman Santie Koch and
sophomore Nikki Orazine tied for
33rd with a 172 to round out the
individual scoring.

WOmen's &01 team fL'lilhes four
strokes back at Canondale
The Murray State women's golf team
fihlshed third in the 12-team field at last
week's Saluki Invitational at Hickory
Ridge Golf Course in Carbondale, Ill.
As a team, MSU finished with a 645,
four strokes behind tournament champion Southern Illinois
Sophomore Cuyler Hedley led MSU,
tying for fourth in a 79-participant field
with a two-round score of 79-79=158
Junior Stephanie Baskey shot an 8179=160 to tie for eighth, and freshman
Santie Koch finished tied for 14th with a
78-84=162.
The team's performance was rounded
Saturday 0 Eutem Kenl\lcky, 10
a.m.
Saturday 0 Eutem Jlllnoll, TBA
Thlltlday 0 Auatln Puy

out by sophomore Nikki Orazine's 8382=165 and 21st-place finish, senior
Megan Rees' 88-84= 172 and 36th·place
finish and junior Kelly Wren's 50th·
place finish with an 89-89= 178.

The Murray State rowing team w ill
play host to its fourth Racer Classic
Regatta to be held in Aurora Saturday.
The Classic will consist of 14 men's
and women's rowing races, including one, two, four and eight-person
boats. The event will begin at
approximately 8:30a. m. and wi!J last
until the awards ceremony around 2
p.m.
Schools participating in the regatta
include Baylor, Charleston (W. Va.),
Southern Methodist, Whec1ton and
Xavier as well as host Murray Stnte.
Concessions and T-shi rts will be on
sale and Murray State President F.
King Alexander will be at the evenl.
Murray State held regattas in 1998,
1999 and 2000.
To get to Cherokee Park in Aurora,
take 94 East to its end at US 68/Ky.
80 and tum left. There will be signs
posted on the highway.

~egent..

Men'• and Wo-n'• Rowtna
Saturct.y 0 Racer Clallk Regatta (0
Mumy StAll!), 8:30a.m.

Women'• Tennl•
Today 0 MOiehftid State, 3 p.m.

l1U4
~3

lS010 8
Missouri 5
WKU14

APSU2
MIAiaippl St. 6
UT-Martln 5
~J

!JTU 7
W. Michigan 5
M.reh3J

W. Michigan (ppd.l

rnu

APSU4

Evansville3
'Mm:h30
EIU 10
liT-Martin 1
(Game One)

Sports Briefly is com1'iled by Assistant
Sports Editor Clzris .Jrmg.

Rtsldtntlal College

Men'a and Women'• Outdoor Track
Saturct.y 0 SEMO IWI.ays, TBA

lllnolsstate 11

Rowing team to host fourth
Racer Classic Saturday

Standings
Mm
White
Hester
Clark

(Cilmelwo)

EIU4

Intramural Volleyball

W0111m'1 Golf
April 11-13 0 EKU Lady Colonel
Cl.aic, T8A

~10

. .ante

6-0

5..0
4-2
2-2

Women
Hart A

7..0
5-1
5-2
4-3

~Ia
Whlll!

Hester
Clark
Ridlmond

3-4
3-4

Eliubeth

1-6

springer

().7

UT-Martin 4

EIU2
J'ratemllles
Alpha Sigma rhl
Lambda Chi Atrlm
Alplm Cdnuna Kho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigmo1Chl
Lambda Chi Alrtw 0
Sigma Pt
Alpha Sigma l'hl R
Alpha l'Ju Omega
Sigma Phi Ep~1lun
Sum rlli<!'
Alpha Sigma Alpho.1
Alplm Orn •crun Pi
Sigm~ Sigma Sigma

(Game Two)
6-0
5..(1

o;..z

4-1
4-2
2....

EKU13
Morehead 8
(Game One)

2R
1·4
1-~

0-6

Morehead 5
EKU4
(Game TwoJ

Sigm<~ Sallbo.us

The Honors Progrnm
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SEMO takes two from 'Breds Women's tennis falls
Bv JusTIN M cGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

After the first week of Ohio Valley
Conference play, M urray State was tied
for first place with a 2- 1 record. Last
weekend, the Thoroughbreds returned
to the middle of the pack, losing two
(6-5 and 7-2) and winning one (8-4) at
Southeast Missouri State and falling
into a tie for third place with a 3-3
record.
Head Coach Mike Thieke said the
'Breds could have won the series if
they had executed the way they did in
Sunday's game.
"You always want to win a series, no
matter who it is or where it is." Thieke
said. "Toward the end of the series, we
began to feel that we could get some
big two-out hits. If we had done that
early in the series, we could have easily won two out of three or swept them."
The 'Breds trai led 3-2 after four
innings Sunday, but scored six runs in
the fifth to take the lead. Senior catch-

er Brian Boeshko's three-run home run
was the big blow in the 'Breds' 8-4 victory.
Junior pitcher Craig Ringwald
allowed four runs in four and twothirds innings to earn his fourth wm of
the season (4-0). Junior pitcher Gordon
Dugan pitched two and one-third scoreless innings to earn his second save of
the year.
The 'Breds could not get over the
hump in the second game Saturday,
falling 6-5. SEMO took a 6-0 lead
against sophomore pitcher Jesse
Rhoades after two innings. Rhoades
settled down over the next two and
o ne-third innings and allowed no more
runs. Freshman pitcher Craig Kraus
pitched the last inning and two-thirds,
allowing no runs and only one hit.
SEMO Jed 6-0 entering the last
inning. MSU plated five runs. three of
which were driven home on a home run
by senior shortstop Todd Satterfield.
Junior second baseman Ronnie Seets
and sophomore third baseman John

David Thielce added RBls in the
inning.
The 'Breds fe117-2 in Saturday's first
game. Neither team scored until the
fifth inning. when SEMO took a 2-0
lead on a home run by center fie lder
Vern Hatton. SEMO added runs in each
of the remaining innings. The 'Breds
scored one run in both the eighth and
ninth innings. but got no closer.
Satterfield and junior first baseman
Brett McCutchan d rove home MSU's
runs. Sophomore pitcher Kyle Perry
was credited with the Joss. allowing
four runs o n seven hits in six innings.
Satterfield said the series loss did not
do much damage to MSU's chances of
winning the OVC.
"There's not one dominant team in
the OVC," Satterfield said. "It's up and
down through the whole league, and to
win you've got to play well every
series. We didn't play very well, but
we've j ust got to keep our heads up.
It's only the second weekend, and
we've got a long way to go."

to OVC rival UT-Martiri
STAFF REPORT

Despite earning the team doubles point,
the Murray State women's tennis team (98, 1-1 Ohio Valley Conference) dropped
its first conference match of the season
Tuesday with a 5-2 loss to Tennessee-Martin (8· 1, 3-0 OVC).
Freshman Jaclyn Leeper was the lone
victor in singles play with a 7-5. 6-2 victory over Mosumi Yakamoto in No. 3 singles. MSU dropped the other five matches,
including sophomore Me lissa Spencer's 57, 1-6 loss in the No. I singles to Martha
Montano. Senior Kerry-Lea Glass lost 3-6,
7-5. 5-7 to Karla Azuara in the No. 2 singles. Senior Maria Alonte lost in the No.4
match 6-3. 6-4 to Eleanor Shearman.
Freshman Jennifer Ward lost 3-6, 6- 1, 6-2
to Angelique Ju Plessis in No. 5 singles,
and junior Annette Steen was defeated 6-4,

6-7.6-4 in the No. 6 match by Ann Bakran .
In the doubles portion, Glass and
Spencer were victorious, teaming to beat
Angelique Ju Plessis and Eleanor Shearroan 9-8 in the No. I doubles. The duo of
Alonte and Steen grabbed the deciding
doubles match by defeating Ana Bakran
and Gayatri Ramesh 8-2 in the No. 3 doubles. Leeper and junior Cheryl Graham
were ousted 8-6 in the No. 2 doubles
match by Ana Bakran and Gayatri
Ramesh .
Murray State is scheduled to play at 2
p.m . today at Morehead State. The wome n's team travels Saturday to Eastern Kentucky to play Eastern Illinois at 8:30 a.rn.
and host EKU at 11 a .m. MSU plays its
final regular-season match at 2:30 p.m.
Thursday at Austin Peay. The OVC Championships are scheduled for April 12- 14 in
Nashville.

Clark College Presents:
~ ~ ...., ~ ~ ·~
~
;
-;"
- ~ ~ . ~ ·~) .

The Clara M.•

Gallery

$1 Tan Day
April 6 ONLY!
10% off packages and lotions.
]VI.SU.students get an extra
5% off with }VlSU 90.
See Cfanning Specialist for Details.

Showing this month in the gallery is the Kentucky Art
Educators Association and the Crayola• Dream-Makers
Exhibition, featuring artwork from students In the Southeast,
highlighting student artwork from West Kentucky.

eutting Edge Hair Salon
Celebrating Fraternity & Sorority Week
Wear your fraternity or sorority shirt,
shorts , or hat and get ...

March 27- Aprll 14, 2002
Artists' reception: April 14, 1 - 4:00 P.M.

Fraternity Special: Highlights- $ 15 with
purchase of express cut (Reg. $ 40)
Sorority Special: Get $10 off any chemical
service with purchase of express cut
Good Friday, April 5 thru Thursday, April 11.
No appointment necessary.
Walk-ins Welcome!

L-----------------~

eleg_ant
giftsnom
around
the world

Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at &pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tall

Wed thru Sun

Features Include ...
Kentu cky Army Nation al Guard is accepting
a pplications for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission.
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.

• 4 b<:•droom I 4 bathroom
~ b<•droom I 2 bathroom
• Individual l<'aS<~s
• Wash<•r & dryer in each apt.
• S\\imming pool
• Lighted tf'ltn.is court
• Prh11tc hath in each b~d room
• I ligh spel~d Internet
• Clubhouse with pool tabl e, foosball, ping pong, ~"tereo, TV
• [•'ully furnished or unfum lshed

•

• F'itness cent.er
• FREE cahle with IIBO
• FREg watN
• Minutes from campus

Call 2nd Lieuten a nt TraVis Carpen ter @
(502) 80 3-0966 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

• 6 1110111 h Ic.~~ a,·,tiluble for 4 br \UUt.s only. Call for dt'Uiils.
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Oakland set to steal AL throne from Yankees
As baseball continues to fight with a
wacky corrunissioner, money debates and
untrusting fans, the 2002 season has early
signs of magic. And after an offseason of
blockbuster trades. key acquisitions and
star-studded signings. this year's American
League has early signs of a toss-up year.
East Division
The East Division has several teams
crossing their fingers for big performances
from big-name players. The New York
Yankees are the perennial favorite and are
looking to tum their World Series disappointment into motivation for the new season. F'U'St baseman and reigning Most Valuable Player, Jason Giarnbi, will be sporting
the pinstripes this year and is expected to
provide the much needed pop in the middle
of the order in replacing the departed Tino
Martinez. The Yankees look to dominate

CHRIS
JUNG
ASSISTANT SPORTS
EDITOR

the division again.
The Boston Red Sox and new manager
Grady Little are not lying down 10 the
Yanks, however. The Sox will be relying on
their ace, Pedro Maninez, who continues to
battle shoulder injuries. The progresl' and
the production of Pedro will more than likely determine the success of the boys in
Beantown
The remaining three tearns - the Toronto
Blue Jays, Baltimore Orioles and Tampa
Bay Devil Rays -will be fighting it out for
the third spot in the East All three suffer
from an inconsistent pitching staff and question marks next to their leaders.
Central Division
Rebuilding, comebacks and scare of :;hutdown are the major storylines from the Central Division. The defending division
champs, the Cleveland Indians, are facing a

major makeover and will depend on pitching rather then their traditional high-powered offense. Starting pitcher Bartolo Colon
has matured and will strive to become the
No. I pitcher that the Tribe has been looking for. Watch for the Indians to capture yet
another hard-fought Central crown.
The Chicago White Sox are still searching for depth on the mound, but have an
exciting offe~ with the signing of longtime Indian, Kenny Lofton. Lofton will give
the team a boost at the leadoff spot and set
up RBI opportunities for fll'St baseman Paul
Konerko and designated hitter Frank
Thomas. With Keith Foulke as an automatic closer out of the bullpen. the ChiSox
could make some noise.
The Minnesota Twins are thankful to still
have a team, and will use that a<; inspiration
to play well. A steady defense and a healthy

David Ortiz will also have Central teams
wonied.
The Kansas City Royals could pose a
small threat with All-Star first baseman
Mike Sweeney leading the charge.
The Tigers seem to be in a serious
rebuilding pha.~ and should not contend
this season.
West Division
Finally to the West, where there is so~
surefire talent. The Seattle Mariners are
coming off of a 116-win season in which
they did not reach the World Series. The
pressure to return to the top will be too
much. and second baseman Brett Boone and
outfielder Mike Cameron will disappoint,
dropping theM's in the West standings.
In Texas, former Cleveland General
Manager John Hart hit the ground running
and has the new-look Rangers looking pret·

ty solid, but lack of pitching and clubhouse
fights will keep the Rangers from winning
the West
The Amaheim Angels have a healthy
offense with oulfielders Darin Erstad and
Tim Salmon and a stronger pitching staff
with the addition of Kevin Appier and
Aaion Sele. With some breaks here and
there, the Angels could be flying high and
chasing a spot for the wild card.
The nod in the West. however, goes to the
Oakland Athletics. The A's have too much
pitching, including Tim Hudson, MarJe Mulder and Barry Zito. Now with former Blue
Jay Billy Koch closing games, defeating
Oakland just got that much tougher.
The A's will represent the A.L. in the
World Series. Pitching wins championships,
and the A's have the stuff it takes to outlast
the field.

Cardinals will dominate NL en route to World Series win
Baseball fans were treated to one of the
most captivating World Serie.o; matcbups at
the end of last sea'iOn. The Arizona Dia·
mondbacks survived age and injuries to surprisingly overcome the New Yark Yankees
in the ninth inning of Game 7. However, the
D'Back:s made few moves to improve them·
selves in the offseason, leaving the door
open for another team - the St. Louis Cardinals - to dominate the National League.
East Di~isioo
It will be the same old story this season in
the East Division. No team has proven it can
overcome the perennially strong Atlanta
Braves, and no team will do it this season.
Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine are still two
of the most dominant pitchers in the game
and probably will be until their anns fall off.
The team that improved itself the most in
the offseason was the New York MeL-;.

JUSTIN

McGIU
SPORTS
EDITOR

Signing second baseman Robeno Alomar
and outfielders Jeromy Bumiu. Roger
Cedeno and Mo Vaughn, and the return of
catcher Mike Piazza. will create a juggernaut on offense. The Mets should snag the
wild card berth.
The youngest team in the Major Leagues
is nipping at the Mets' heels. Young pitchers Ryan Dempster and A.J. Burnett will
lead the florida Marlins to the middle of the
East Division pack. but no further.
The Philadelphia Phillie.~ were perhaps
two or three good roster moves from
becoming a contender. During the offseason. they signed pitcher Terry Adam,.
That•s not even one good roster move. The
Phillies would finish last in the division if it
weren't lor ...
The Montreal Expos. The most newsworthy bit of ba.~ball information coming lrom

Quebec this year, besides the stellar play of
MVP candidate Vladimir Guerrero, is that
the Expos probably won't be in Montreal
next season.
Central Division
Their time has come. The St. Louis Cardinals will play in and win the 2002 World
Series. Their bigge.~t weakness from last
season was addressed with the signing of
closer Jason Isringbausen: the pitching staff
will be among the strongest in all of baseball. Tino Martinez will be a capable
n:placement for Mark McGwire.
What could be better than a National
League Championship for St Louis fans?
Beating the Chicago Cubs, of course. While
that hasn't been too difficult for the Cards
lately (or any other team in the Central Division for that matter). it will be this year.
Most people expect the Houston Astros to

finish above Chicago, but they've proven in
The Arizona Diamondbacks still have
the last few seasons that they can't win two of the best pitchers in the history of
games in the playoffs. Why should anyone baseball in Randy Johnson and Curt
Schilling, but the rest of their lineup is getexpect them to make it this season?
The competition in the Central Division ting old.
nose dives after these three teams. The MilLeft fielder Gary Sheffield and pitcher
waukee Brewers, Pittsburgh Pirates and Chan Ho Parle: left the Los Angeles Dodgers,
Cincinnati Reds will bring up the rear of the leaving the team with little to no chance to
division.
making the playoffs. The San Diego Padres
West Divbion
. will undoubtedly look younger this season
The San Francisco Giants are the ~y with the retirement of future Hall of Fame
choice in the weakest division in the Nation- outfielder Tony Gwynn. Don't expect too
al League. The Giants now have a more much from the Colorado Rockies. either.
capable defense with the signings of third Their pitching staff bas never proven capabaseman David Bell and center fielder ble of overcoming Denver's high altitude.
Tsuyosbi Shinjo. who have capable offenSt. Louis will dispatch New York in the
sive abilities as well. Add Jason Schmidt to ftrst round of the playoffs and San Francisthe pitching rotation and the result is a West co in the National League Championship
Division Championship for San Francisco, Series on its way to the Canlinals' fll'St
if Barry Bonds plays well.
World Series victory since 1982.
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LAKE CUMBERlAND TWIN CREEKS
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'I Oflll> Jc>h Placcmem "'""tst:uKc '(~•m·
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TOll FREE 1-AA.~!ll-7072..
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Curtis Center.
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c:ymnon/Famlly C:thtn~, lireatht:tklng

PA!'IA.\IA em· IIEACH . Sandpipcr·lle3·
c::on Bc:rch Rc;on. From S39 II ·2 p.
Am'e Sun/Mon-FREE noght, 1 '6/02·
511/0l. rcstrk:uon.'l Pools, nvcr ride:,
MJIIO, OOr. !l()()..JAA.88lA '1\'WW.s:tfld.
popt'fhc:tcon. <.'Om

896.Silll R ,\M-~ PM COT Onulu, Nil

SGA

"GF.T MARRIEO" Sm<•ky Mnunuons,
Al't'!l., Mo.'t B<.':lutoful Ch3pc:l. Ord:uncxt

hnJIXlng & Retmhurscmcnt ~)(}~~

Model Comc:nuonll
2 Y<."Jr.l
OTR l'r1th HJZm:tl Pay all milt'li. II00-

Don't forget to
vote in the

TRAVEL

NO EXPERIENCE NEEI)fl) S34.U<Xl·rl"'t
PotcntiJI! CD!. In l ~ I >ay'! <.lflldu.IIO:
Employe-d, h•lld, tmn<pt>rWt~<>n, rnc:cb,
110 T l'hy,.k':ll lnduJ..'<.I. 100·41 Tuititm
48111 or """'"' cdltr.llninJ~ocum
OTR I)RI\1!R'i M:linly \l~th
c:aW:iOuth. So unlo;xhn~ Nn 1\IYL•. l:~tc

Classified l{ates

WWW.IWtncrt.'Ckc:>;Ute..l'OI11

VIew:., Fireplaces, W<'dtltnJ!' Amnl(e·
mc:nL,, l-ll(l().1193·7l74, Va~':ltinn Lod!(onjl
IJoUfllnlt 1-llOIJ-634-')N l4 .www •• moky·

Yt~JI'

Call762-4478
to place a
classified ad!

$24,\)00. l'rcc

ho:tl ~lip. l~ulllitlly WCl<l<k.oU, 'f>e\'13CU •
l~r vi<:Wll, dc:.:dc:d :teL-.:"-• 111 3~.000 auc

wt'ddln~r>.com

RESORTS ••'itucknts ai'C' ~fwJy• lonlctnjl
for pl~ce to 110 l>n Ihe Wt't'kend.J If you
don't :11lvenbe, lho:y won't ~-ume Call
.a7()..762-44711 tn pia~-.: ;o da~"lied ~d In
The Murray State Nc:w~ l)(':u.llln<' b
3 p.m. on We<lnc:Mlayl Call t1ldaY'
pl.Kc .1 d:t,.<if'k'<.l .1d in Tiu: Murr:ty Swt"
N.-w,• 'ituden~' •re plannon~o~ tht•tr &um ·
mer tnp.' and th~'Y nt:ed your help!

UK
University of Kentucky

If Your Summer
Destination Is
Kentucky

WORTH U-TOTE

~utn~

ESTCUBAT
ESfl'M technology In e
CU31l'M bat: 2W' barrel
diameter, high recoil

plug, cushioned
polished finish.
ASA Certification
and BPF 1.20

.

J.r.'r-;,

~
r-~~

~

Attend Summer
Sessions
May 7- June 4
and/or
June 6 - August 1

Deadline for ads is every Monday at 5 p.n1.

$1 per line

Attention getters
~-cr---- $1
Minimum Cbe~rge $1

Found Notices are
published at no
cha.rge for 2 issues.

Classiftcds Deadllne is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAU 762-44781

TRAVEL AGENTS .. Call 27U-762-4·i7!1 ttl

600 Denier Polyester Duck
material, with fence hooks

2S <: per word for the
first 20 words.
20<: each
additional word.
Bold Face Type:

Call Kat at
(800) 432-Q963 to
(859) 257-3382
for class schedules.

Sports

lOB

The Murray State News
April s. 2002

Jury convicts Ragtand of murder in DiGuiro case·
The jury recommended a sentence of
30 years for Shane Ragland, who would
be eligible for parole after serving 12
years. Sentencing is scheduled for April

BY STEVE BAILEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

LEXINGTON (AP) - A jury convicted a man of murder in the 1994
sniper-style slaying of a University of
Kentucky football player who was
gunned down while celebrating his 21st
birthday with friends on his front porch.

26.
Ragland. 28, of Frankfort, was convicted of gunning down Trent DiGiuro,
a walk-on offensive lineman and honor
student, with a single bullet to the head

on July 17. 1994. Prosecutors said
Ragland held a grudge against DiGiuro
after being expelled from a fraternity.
Ragland showed no emotion when
the verdict and sentencing recommendatiOn were read. The jury deliberated
about 5 1/2 hours before returning the
verdict.
Defense lawyer William Johnson

Wanting to earn
$15 plus an hour?

.said he planned to appeal, possibly on
the grounds that the trial should have
been moved because of pretrial publicity.
Earlier Wednesday, the jury heard
closing arguments in which prosecutors
portrayed Ragland as a heartless liar
with a history of solving his problems
with violence.

Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney
Mike Malone detailed several lies
Ragland told investigators during the
initial interrogation after his arrest.
Ragland lived several door.; down
from DiGiuro at the time of the shooting but told detectives he didn't know
DiGiuro, that be didn't remember
where he lived at the time of the murder
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Hair Designs•

\...

944 !i. 1 i!th. !it.

For more information
call 270-362-8844.

I

!

767-9100
Fax: 767-00i!O
6omez

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11 -men
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF

~

Now Accepting Visa, Mastercard, &American Express
-

~~ ~
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Murray Sewing Center

NIEON IBIE.A.C:H

Sewing Machine & Vacuum
Sales & Service

Tunning & Storage Aenlul

!MSU Strufents
Hours

(270) 753-5323

•

DMT

(!)wen jfoob :.fllarktt. lint.

Then become a server a t
Patti's 1880's Settlement.
Applications may be
picked up at the
hostess podium:

and that he didn' t know about the mi.trder until several days later.
"Testimony by multiple witnes.c;es
proves that all of those statements are
untrue," Malone said. "What we knOw
for a fact is that this is a defendant that
can look you dead in the eye and swear
to God about something while lying
through his teeth."

WANTED:
•
Ad Production Manager
Classified Ads Manager

Apply at The Murray State News
(1st floor of Wilson Hall)

Mon. -Thurs.
8 a.m.-to P.m.
A1. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

10% discount off tanniN! Packafts.
lotions, and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Dally
*Glass Beads *Quilted Keepers Bags
*Glass Bunnies *Journals and Much, Much More
Come check out all these new goodies.
416 Main St.

753-0859

The..lJ(e ~louse

'M.m.ttloft·About ALL Cboices
BQida.elld Confidential Help

1506
Chestnut Street
www. LHouse .org
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Candidate promises lower tuition,
gourmet meals, parking garage
BY MoRGAN HARDY

SGA PRESIDENTIAl CANDIDATE

•
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Thought that might get your
attention.
Sorry, I'm a liar. Winslow
won't serve escargot anytime soon,
you won't get a parking garage
unless you want $100 tacked onto
your parking tag, and tuition will
decrease when pigs get jetpacks.
But I'm going to .tell you a few things
I CAN do - and I'm giving them to
you in writing. Stick around, it's an
fiJ.riillllr;;;itn;;;;;;-:--:"1 entertaining read .
Back when I ran for freshman
senator in the fall of 1998, I thought I
knew the be-all and end-all of campaigning. I put up signs and even
had a billboard in front of Elizabeth
that I get reminded of to this day: a
replica of Mr. Hankey from South
Park yelling, "HARDY HOI" The irony
of a piece of crap promoting a SGA
candidate amused me.
flll}or Points:
This time, though, you won't
• Increasing student
see massive signs up proclaiming
· hours through
"VOTE MORGAN," discount cards
SGA-supported work
for your favorite brew bingery, or
programs.
posters with my face that look like
• Improving two-way
they were shot for Seventeen magacommunlcation
zine. My campaign costs consist of
between SGA and the posters run off on my church copier,
student body.
this ad, and some flowers for sorori• Promoting a "nothing ties (and daisies for Springer!) Heck,
entured, nothing
I'm even producing this ad myself.
galned" attitude.
What the posters say is what
L..;.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . I can do for you in plain and simple

terms. I'm not the Fidel Castro of
SGA coming in with field artillery to
blast Oakhurst with a few well-placed
mortar shells. I'm just Morgan Hardy,
and I'll do with you if I'm elected like
I've done for the past four years: I'll
be me.
Being me is how I get my
best ideas. Going through Regents
Tuesday night is how I got the idea
to have work orders for Housing
placed online so you can see how
long it'll be until your order is filled.
Spending three years here not being
able to see Hoosier Daddy, whose
lead singer was my suitemate,
because I wasn't 21 is why I want to
hold local bands in the T-Room on
Friday nights, an idea that already
has preliminary approval.
Of course, working at newspapers has also given me a few
ideas. Like realizing that SGA needs
a publication of its own. SGA can't
afford to advertise every event that
we put on in The Murray State News
every week. I'm going to start an
eight-page publication that tells you
what we're doing that affects you, as
well as promoting the events of four
groups on campus: international students, residential colleges, the Black
Student Council and Greeks.
I'm going to push to have faculty reassigned to majors that matter
to Murray State students so we can
reduce class sizes, especially in

lfll~tr· you

or even

you

Vote April 9 and 10 in the Curris Center. The
apathy. starts and ends with you. I can buy a half·
page ad . to tell you what I can do for the students,
but I can only do them if you care.

Don't be the penon who casts the deciding vote by
not voting. I J011 put your tnast in me and
vote for Morgan Hardy on April 9 and 10,
I won, disapPOint you. But if I'm off-base,
say that with your vote as well.
onru:>r.u:>\101

areas. m

examine the SGA budget and start
cutting costs there, because you
can't expect others to tighten their
belts unless you start with yourself.
I want the Wellness Center to
be a place not just to work out and
get healthy, but just to have fun, with
hot tubs, laptop hookups and a highquality arcade.
When I go to the Board of
Regents, I will keep the average student's mindset as the most important
argument I could have. While I often
understand why tuition has to be
raised, housing costs increasing,
etc., my job is not to understand. My
job is to bring the average student's
view to the Board.
So if a board member asks
me to be on their team to increase

cost to you ,
the
wrong person. The entire student
body has to understand before I will
side with them.
•
These aren't pie-in-the-sky '·:
ideals, guys. I'm giving you nuts-and:
bolts things that will start affecting
you the day after I'm elected. And if
you've got a question about ANY
issue, or want to know why I feel the
way I do on certain points, call me at
home at 753-0997 or e-mail me at
cranmerthomas @aol.com.
Finally, I just want to stress
that I'm going to be the same person
after the campaign that I was before. ·
I'll still go to fraternity parties, go to
classes, and work at Wai-Mart. But
most importantly, I'll still be real. And
you can take that to the bank.
-MH

